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INTRO.OUCTION 
The concrete industry i.n the United States represents one of 
the fastest growing segments o£ the national. economy. Many reasons 
for this may be given, among which are, the durability of concrete 
structures, the local availability of a large portion of the materials 
used in concrete, and its wide range o£ adaptability to the designs 
of engineers and architects. 
One of the most recent changes :i.n concrete usage is the change 
from reinforced concrete to prestressed concrete. The term pre-
stressed as used herein refers to ~ type of reinforced concrete in 
which the reinforcing material has a stress prior to the application 
or ~oads on the structure. Prestressed concrete is not new. It has 
been used successfully in Europe for several years and recently in 
the United States, particular:cy in buildings and bridges, to some 
extent. Many of the prestressed concrete projects in the United 
States are of a more or less experimental. nature 1 trying different 
methods of' stressing in order to perfect better anchorage and im-
prove construction procedures. 
RecentlY the use of prestressed concrete has been proposed as 
1. 
a surface £or highways. Concrete as a surface £or highw~s has many 
advantages over other .forms of paving, the main one being its re1ati.vely' 
~ong usab~e life. This feature by itseJ.f' makes concrete a 'Widely used 
· paving material.. The disadvantages of' concrete are .ma.ny • among 
which are, high initia1 cost, longer period o:r construction, and many 
construction joints 'Which cause rough riding characteristics~ Another 
disadvantage is a maintenance prob1em occurring when older concrete 
pavements fai~ due to transverse cracks. These cracks o:rten occur 
during the first year or two of the pavement's life 1 but do not cause 
serious problems unti1 they become quite large and cause rough areas 
in the surface of the pavement. Transverse cracks are of two types. 
First 1 construction joints to allow for length changes caused by the 
expansion or contraction due to temperature changes in the pavement 1 
and second1 failures caused by deflection of the slab and subgrade 
due to heavy loads applied to the pavement. Cracks occurring in 
pavements poured on certain types of subgrade soil often deve1op a 
condition called pumping. This action consists of the deflection of 
the slab under moving loads which results in the ejection of water 
carrying soil particles in suspension.(1) 
(1) Woods, K. B., Green, F. H., and Sweet, H. s., Pavement Pumping 
Correlated With Traffic Loads, Engineering Experiment Station1 
Purdue University, September 1948. 
Conventional steel reinforcement has been used with var.ying 
degrees of success to correct the above mentioned disadvantages of 
concrete pavements. Cracks still occurred and construction joints 
were left at varying intervals. These cracks cause troubl.e on a 
somewhat reduced scale but the cost of a reinforced pavement is much 
higher in both material costs and l.abor costs. 
Prestressing concrete pavements may be a means of eliminating 
most of the cracks and many of the construction joints which are the 
major source of difficulty. 
This research project has as a goal a prestressed highway 
pavement which l'r.ill have as many as possible of concrete's inherent 
good advantages, and the fewest possible disadvantages. 
The Bureau of Public Roads has worked with prestressing concrete 
for several years, particularly on bridges. The ~lissouri State 
Highway Commission has several prestressed bridges in its present 
highway system and more under construction. However, some of the 
preliminary research studies have pointed out the lack of basic in-
formation which will be needed prior to starting full scale con-
struction of prestressed pavements. 
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The object of this study pertains to some of the needs in basic 
information, that is, the stress distribution and strain distribution 
in a concrete slab caused by a point load against an edge face. The 
need for this type of information is that bearing plates, which would 
apply the prestress load to the concrete, may not cover the entire end 
of the slab as they usually do in prestressed beams. In addition, the 
tensile reinforcing in the end of the slab to which the load is 
applied, may be determined. 
SCOPE OF PROJECT: 
In order to effectively design any type of structure or 
structural member, many items of information must be known. Among 
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the most important of these are the probable loading, general location 
of the structure, structural support of the member and the physical. 
properties of the material to be used. For most designing, a1l.owable 
stresses for tensile, compressive, shearing stresses, are specified. 
Usually these stress and Elasticity v.alues are determined by tests 
performed on small specimens and~ in addition, a safety factor is 
al.so .applied.(2) 
(2) Popov, E. P., Mechanics of Materials, Prentiss-Hall~ 1952, 
PP. 16-18. 
Quite often there is disagreement between the failure of smal.l. test 
specimens with only one type of stress present, and the failure of 
actual structures with a11 types of stress present. 
This study attempted, on a relatively large scale, to determine 
the effect of a single concentrated load applied to the edge face of 
a concrete slab. The load was applied with varying loading conditions 
to tr,y to determine the more critical loading locations and how these 
locations would affect the design of prestressed concrete highway 
pavements. Since the strength and el.astic properties of concrete vary 
with age, the tests made on concrete slabs in this study were run at 
three ages, 14, 42 and 84 days in order to determine if the stress and 
strain distribution changed due to the aging of the concrete specimen. 
Three concrete specimens were tested for each loading condition (Fig. 7, 
8~ 9 & 10) at each of the above specified ages. 
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FIGURE 1 
By using a fair]¥ small type e1ectri.cal strain gage~ the strain 
at each gage point was determined. This information will show the 
strain distribution over the area of i;he sl.ab on which strain gages 
are attached if strains are present. (Figure l.). Al.so~ by using a 
part:Lcular type of strain gage called a rosette~ the magnitude · and 
direction of principal. stra:lns mq be determined. (Figure 2) 
Combining the information obtained. f'rom. this type of 1oadi ng with 
the infoDl&tion tor stresses devel.opec1 by bending l.oads, a better 
concept of pavement fa:LJ.ures mq be deveJ.oped. 
Concrete, wh:l1e it is one of the most commonq used structural. 
materia1s~ has vide~ varying characteristics, but a few general. 
trends are usually present. First. the Modul.us of EJ.ast;icity in 
compression is not a linear fUnction as it is in the case or me'tals. 
Al.so, there is a difference between the Modul.us of Elasticity in 
compression and in tension. (3) This tact in itsel.f makes concrete 
(3) Hansen, Peter· G., Physical. Properties of Concrete at. Early 
Ages, . Thesis, Missouri School. of Mines and Metal.l.urgy Library, 
PP. J3l.1 Oct. 1.256. 
stress ~s:La dif.ticul.t it' not impossibl.e, but tor enough tests, 
fair~ good general. concepts of the strain distribution and stress 
distribution with slabs edge l.oaded may be obtained~ and the erfect 
of the point of J.oadi ng w.ith respect to a comer determined. 
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FLAT GRID CONSTRUCTION 
SR-4 STRAIN GAGE - TYPE A-1 




The discussion of ma.terial.s will be limited to the concrete 
material.a o~. 
Concrete is composed of the following material.s• cement_ coarse· 
aggregate. fine aggregate and· water. Certain other material.s mq be 
added to give the concrete desired characteristics- but no additions 
were used in the concrete designed £or this study. 
The cement sel.ected was obtained tram two of the larger cement 
companies in Missouri and was spec~ sel.ected frcm cement produced 
during a singl.e burning. By mixing the two types together • any 
errors in concrete characteristics caused by varying cement properties · 
were reduced. The cement sources were Missouri Portland Cement 
Company and Alpha Portland Cement COD1p8DY both of st. Louis• Missouri. 
The coarse aggregate se~ected came .trom.· the Bussen Quarries-
Lema1' • Missouri. This source vas chosen because the stone from this 
quarry has veey unif'orm qualities, however. the strength ot the stone 
is not superior to ma.JlY other sources. ~ one size of this 
material. was used in tlU.s project. 














The coarse aggregate gradat:Lon was sutti.ci.ently c~ose to the above 
specifications that no sieving or reb~ending was necessar.y. 
The sand was obtained from the Meramac sand and Grave~ Company • 
Pacific • Missouri.. This source of suppl;r has an excellent reputation 
for consistent qual.ity. 
The following information and spec:Lficationa concerning the 
concrete material. was suppl:i.ed by the Missouri State Highwq JJepart-
ment•s Materials-Laboratory and were confirmed by tests -performed in 
the Hi.ghway" Materials Testing Laboratory at the Missouri SChoo~ of 
Mines and Meta 1 Jurgy. 
Mix Proport,i.ons: 1:2.00:3.32 mix involving 
94 l.bs. cement 
2Z/ .lbs. sand (dry basis)-
295 l.bs. sma.J.:L~ aize coarse aggregate 
ldrr basis) 
5.7 _gal. water - (e:t.tective) 
1.5~ cemant factor 
SurpJ.us mortar - 75% · 
Sand - 1.09 l.bs./cu • . f't. 
Small stone - 89.5 l.bs./cu. rt. 
Specific Gravity - cement .3.~5 
Speci.fic Gravi.ty - Sand 2.55 
Specific Grav.i.ty - Stone - 2.66 
Percent abso~ion - Band - ~.50% 
Percent absorption - stone - .~ 
The mix was designed to give a constant cement factor and a 
constant amount of excess mortar, but a variab1e wat_er-cem.ent -ratio 
and a s1ump of three :inches pl.us or minus one-hal.f' inch. 
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lJESIGi'l OF ltiiX USED: 
Cement- ~ ·sack =- 94# = 0.4782 cu. ft. 
Sp. Gr~ X 62.41/ ,3.l.5 X 62.4# 
Sand - 2.08 X .6$5 (4) 
Aggregate {Coarse)- 3.32x .5362 l4) 
Water - 5.7/7•5 
Air - 0.06% X 4e4434 
Vol.ume Per Sack of Cement 
-
-:a 
~.7783 cu. ft. 
• 7l:AJO cu. ft. 
.0268 cu. £t. 
4·4702 cu. ft.. 
/mix 
(4) Tabl.e X~ Missouri State Highwq Department. Instructions to 
Concrete Proportioning P1ant Inspectors. 
Reducing the above to a ~ cu. ft. mix: 
Cement - ~ X 94 
4.i?i - 2l.J.H 
Sand - 1 X 2.08 X 1.09 
4:47 
Grave~ - 1 X .3.32 X 89.5 
4.i1i 
Water - 1 x 5.7 x 8.34 
4:47 - 10.6tf 147.9# cu. ft. 
Check of final. water-cement ratio: 
~0.6 
8.34 =- 5.69 vs. 5.7 which was the mix design 
2l..1 
94 
The mix used in these studies was not designed to produce high 
strength val.ues • but rather was typical. of the concrete used in the 
construction o£ various highlf8\V pavements in Missouri. 
1:1. 
RAND<:MIZATION OF SLAB TESTS: 
A part. o£ the preliminar.r planning ~or test,ing procedure in this 
project was a random::l z:i ng of the order of the casting of test slabs. 
The plan used was to assign each test sl.ab a number~ writing these 
numbers on slips o£ paper~ pJ.acing the slips in a box• shaking and 
drawing out the numbered slips. and at the same time, writing down in 
succession the pouring time for each test slab. 
The reason for such a schedul.e was · that il there were errors due 
to temperature, humidity, particular worlanen, segreat:i.on of aggregate, 
differing properties · of c~, or any type of constant error. they 
would show up in larger magnitudes if the tests were performed in 
numerical. order. A few changes were made in the prel.imina.ry testing 
sched.ul.e because more than two tests were performed on one ~· These 
schedUJ.e changes were made in a random manner in order to avoid any 
added possibility o'E error .trom this source. 
CASTING THE TEST SLABS: 
The dimensions of the slabs used for these experiments was 
3 fto x 4 tt. x 4 in. The forms used were made from 3/4 in. p~od 
with special. bracing to keep the sides in correct alignment. The 
same set of :tour forms were used throughout the casting operatioll8. 
Since :it was hoped to maintain a constant water-cement ratio• 
moisture content tests were pertormed prior to all pours and ad-
justments in the water made as needed. 
The actua:L mi:xing procedure was as f'ollows: The rorms were 
cleaned• oiled, moved into position and then l.evel.ed. Next, the mixer 
was moved into position so that it cou1d discharge directly into the 
form. This reduced the 1oss o£ mortar which woul.d occur if the 
concrete lJlaS first discharged into a pan and remixed prior to pl.a.cing 
in the forms. Scal.es were positioned so that the sand and t,he coarse 
aggregate need be han<lled onl3 once during a mixing operation. Atter 
the scales were located~ they were rebalanced and a tare adjustment 
made to compensate for the weight of the buckets in lddch the 
materials were weighed. The mixer was first vet and a:llowed to run a 
tew manents and this water drained out. The concrete material was 
placed in the mixer in this order; coarse aggregate~ sand and cement, 
then al.l.owed to run one -minute tor dey m:1xi.ng. Water was then added 
and the concrete mixed two minutes. The batch was discharged into 
the form and the mixer washed. This caused a l.oss of some mortar but 
the amolUlt seemed to be quite constant. 
Slump tests were performed -on all. mixes -and a 6 in. compression 
cylinder was taken from each slab mix so that. the Modul.us ot Elasti-
cit,- for each indivi.dua1 slab could be obtained. 
Atter the concrete was pl.aced in the forms • it. was vibrated by 
means of an e1ectric vibrator. Since the sl.ab vas veey thin, a great 
deal. o~ care was taken to prevent 'the vibrat.ion from causing undue 
segregation. The vibration was done in the ~ollowing manner; tirst, 
the v.ibrator was moved a1ong one of the long dimensions of the form~ 
through the center o~ the form paralle1 to the l.ong:Ltudina1 axis of 
the ~orm. along both sides and then across both ends. After the con-
crete had been vibrated, it was screeded. off and trowel.ed with smooth 
stee1 trowel.s. 
Wet burlap sacks were placed over the slabs about three hours 
aft,er casting and le.tt untU the forms were removed~ then the slabs 
were taken fran the casting site to the storage site. 
1.3 
T~ING :EXlUIPMENT: 
The testing equipment used in this stuey was of two types, l.oading 
equipment. and strain measuring equipnent. The l.oading device used was 
a 200.000 lb. Tinius Ol.sen Universal Testing Machine. (Figure ~). This 
particular machine had certain advantages over most testing machines 
ldlich made its use for this experimentation particul.arl.y desirabl.e. 
Firsi;, the u1timate capacity of the machine was adequate to cause 
.ta:il.ure of any sl.ab tested, and the l.east count of l.O l.bs. made errors 
in reading the ~oad inconsequential.. Prior to start;ing the tests, the 
machine was calibrated with a prov.i.ng ring :trom zero ~oad to a ~oad of 
50,000 1bs. Errors under 2,000 lbs. were rel.ati~ large but in the 
range from 10,000 l.bs. to .50,000 l.bs. the errors in the ~oad readings 
were l.ess than 2% of the actual. 1oad. and ma.y be negl.ected since these 
errors were not constant and of such small magnitude wen compared to 
the possibl.e errors in reading the strain measurement equipnent. 
Another deair8.b1t:t feature was that the ~oading platform of this 
machine is at fioor ~evel. and, therefore, al.l.owed the slabs to be 
moved direct~ into the machine without special. handling equipnent. 
The final. special. feature of this machine was the large amount of 
head c~earance available, up to l.2 .feet it needed. 
The e~ectrical. strain measuring devices used in these tests were 
the SR-4 Bonded Wire Resistance Gage. The gages are produced so~ely 
by the Baldwin-Lima-HamUton Corporation, Ed.dystone, Penn&7~vania. 
Basi~ the SR-4 strain gage consists of about S in. ot l. mil.. 
wire cemented between two pieces of thin paper. The wire in the gage 
is in the torm of a grid consisting ot a series of ~ong paral.le~ 
loops. lFigure l.A) In the manufacturing process~ this grid is 
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l.owered onto a piece of thin paper and fixed in place wi.th a suitab~e 
cement. Larger diameter ~eads are then-soldered to the two ends or 
the grid w.i.re and a second. piece o-r paper is cemented over the wire. 
A protective J..av"er of fel.t is used to cover the top aide of the gage. 
The principle on which these -gages are based is that the 
el.ectrical. resistance of a wire varies as the diameter of the wi.re 
varies. Therefore~ if' a small current is .f'l.owing through wire~ the 
resistance of' the wire 1IJlJ.Y' be determined and used for a zero, then~ 
it the dimension of' the wire is changed~ the resistance al.so changes. 
By measuring this change in resistance on a Wheatstone Bridge cali-
brated in 3.nches per inch ot strain rather than ohms or resistance. 
strain may be determined direct]¥. 
"In using e~ectric strain gages, two physica1 quani#:Lties are ot 
particular interest - change in gage resistance and change in 1ength~ 
or strain. The dimensionl.ess relationship between tJlese t,vo variabl.es 





In this relationship R and L represent, respectively~ the initial. 
resistance and initial. length o£ the strain gage w.Lre, 'Whil.e A R 
and A L represent the smal J changes in resistance and 1ength which 
occur as the gage is strained along with the surface to which it is 
bonded. The gage factor of a strain gage. then• is a measure of the 
amount of resistance change for a given strain and is thus an index 
of the strain sensitivity of the gage ••••••• u(S) 
(5) Perry, c. c. and Lissner, H. R., The strain Gage Primer, Par. ~, 
P • . 16. 
"Since the bonded wire resistance strain gage opera-tes . on the 
principl.e that the e1ectri·cal resistance of the gage varies w.i.th 
st.rain, in order to make use of the gage it must be connected in sane 
circuit for measuring smal J changes in resistance. The amount o~ 
resistance change in the gage corresponding to a particular l.oad on 
- the piece bei.ng tested is the val.ue of ~ R in Equation (l.). The 
val.ues of R~ the nominal gage resistance, and F, the gage factor, are 
also lalcnm because this latter information is supplied b7 the strain 
gage manufacturer. The onlJ' unknown quantitY" then remaining in the 
equation is ~ L/L, the unit strain. Equation (l.) can be rewritten 
in the form 





In other words, unit strain equals the unit change in resistance 
( A B/R) divided by the gage factor. 'J.he unit strain caused by a 
particular l.oacl is determined by mer~ substituting the known and 
measured quantities in the above equation. If' a greater ~oad is 
placed on the same test piece greater surface strains will resu1t, 
which in turn will strain the tine 1d.re in the gage and increase 6. R. 
When the new value of L::t. R is substituted into the above .equation, it 
can be sol.ved ror the magnitude ot the surf'ace strains corresponding 
to the increased l.oad. 
This procedure is all. ver.y simpl.e except for one item, i.e., 
some device ia needed for measuring ~ R. ~ R is a very small 
quantity and could be determined b;y accurat~ measuriDg the init.ial. 
( unstrained) resistance Ro and the resistance of the gage under 
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~oaded conditions R~ and then subtracting the smaller :f'rom the J.arger. 
The value o£ R (the nominal. gage resistance~- and the denominator in 
the term { ~ R/R} need be known o~ to an accuracy of appro:ximate:q 
p~us or minus ~ percent since errors in oal.culated strain due to 
errors in R will be o£ the same· order. Ro and R1~ however. -whose 
difference i.s 6 R~ must. be lmown to au accuracy ot one-thousandth ·· 
of ~ percent or better, since · in the subtracting process the .first 
four or more si.gnifi.cant figures will drop out. 
To illustrate the size o£ ~ R, consider a 1.20-obm strain gage 
with a gage factor or strain sensitivity of 2.0. If' this is cemented 
to a stee~ piece and then the piece is subjected to a stress o£~ sa;y, 
1.,000 psi, it is possibl.e to cal.culate the magnitude of A R trom. 
Equations (~} and (2). 
By definition 0 
E =e: 
Since E tor steel. is approJdmat~ 30 x 106 psi, then the unit 
strain is 1,000/:::JO,ooo,ooo, or 0.000033 in. per in. 
Now substituting this quantity of strain tor 6. L/L in Eq-
uation (l.) al.ong with the known gage factor and nominal gage 
resistance, 
Therefore, 
A L and 
L 
0 R=-RF 
R a 1.20 X 2.0 X 0.0000,3.3 a 0.001) ohm 
A L 
L 
It i.s apparent from these cal.cul.ations that • in order to 
determine A R accurately~ an instrument is required which can 
measure Ro and R1 to within about 1/l..ooo ohm. Conventional. 
ohmmeters are not. capabl.e of measuring resistance with sufficient 
precision to detect such minute differences. 'lhere is a form o£ 
el.ectrical. circuit~ however • . lmown as the bridge type which can per-
form this task adequately. 
Figure 3 is a schema.ti:c diagram o:t a form o:t bridge circuit. 
wide:cy used for precision measurement of resistance. The bri.dge is 
composed of ~our resistors connected in a definite pattern, a 
bat:t,ery or current source, ·and a sensitive gal.vanometer. Thi.s 
··system, devised by s. H. Christie in 18.33, and named the Wheatstone 
bridge af'ter Sir Char1es Wheatstone who first made significant use ot 
the princip1e• is one of the most convenient and accurate methods ot 
resistance measurement ever conceived.. In Figure 3 assume · that R~ ·is 
an unknown resistance, R2 ·and R3 are •ratio arms' and~ is a 
resistance whose value is known precis~ .. 
It can be shown ••••••• that, when resistance val.ues in this oir-
cuit are such that no current f~ows through the gal.vanometer • then 
RJ. is to R4 as R2 i.s to R.3• That is 
R~ • R2 
R4 R.3 
From this. 
A mechardcal analog of the Wheatstone bridge is a simpl.e J.ever 
balance system as illustrated in Figure 4. The unknown weight in the 
figure represents the unltnown ~sistance R~ and the small. known weight 
the resistor~· Similar~ the respective moment arms of these weights 
from the ful.crum are equival.ent to R2 and ~o From elementar.Y statics 
it is obvious that when the J.ever is in a state o£ balance. then 
1.8 
RJ.R.3 a R2]l4, or RJ/R4 • R~3' :trom which R~ • {R~3) Rq_. Thus the 
weight of R~ oan be obtained by mu1t~ the knawn .weight R4 by the 
ratio R2fR3• Just as the 1ever B7&t.em is termed tbalancedt when there 
is no motion ot the ends o~ the l.ever, so is the Wheatstone bridge 
balanced wen t,here is no current through the gal.vanometer. With a 
resistor R4 whose value is lmown to a high degree of precision and 
with means for measuring the ratio R2f'RJ preciseJ¥ • the resistance ot 
R~ can be determined veey accura-tely with the Wheatstone . bridge 
circuit. In practice, the resistor R~ wi1l be the resistance of a 
strain gage. 
After the strain gage is cemented to a test; piece· and connected 
into t.he Wheatstone bridge as R1, the bridge can be balanced by ad-
justing the raUo · R2/'R.), thus determining the exact resistance of the 
gage which corresponds to zero 1oad. The process o£ adjusting the 
ratio Rif:3 is equivalent to moving the tulcrwn ot the 1ever system 
until the weights just balance each other. As the part to which the 
strain gage is bonded i.s loaded, the surface strains will be trans-
mitted to the fine wire, changing its resi.st.ance. This is like 
adding weight to 'the left-hand side of the 1ever system and resul.ts 
in unbalancing the Wheatstone bridge• causing current to f'l.ov 
through the ga:Lvananeter. The bridge can be rebalanced by again ad-
justing the ratio ~ untll there i.s no current through the 
gal.vanometer. In this manner the new strain gage resistance corres-
ponding to a part.icular ~oad is determined. The di.t:terence between 
the two resistances (obtained before 1oad1 ng and 1dd1e loaded) is the 
R which can be substituted in Eq. (2) to obtain the unit strain. 
BASIC WHEATSTONE-BRIDGE CIRCUIT FOR 





MECHANICAL ANALOGY OF THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE 
FIGURE 4 
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.In actua1 practice the process is much simpl.er than outl.ined above. 
There are special. Wheatstone bridges designed specifically for use 
with strain gages. These are constructed so that the bridge balancing 
control is cal.ibrated in micro-inches per inch, and thus it is 
possibl.e to read the unit strain directq from the instrument without 
any of the above mathematics.(6) 
Perrz and Li.ssner, op. cit., PP. 2l. through 24. 
Two c::IUt'erent makes of measuring devices were used, one produced 
by the Arthur A. Anderson Company, and the other produced by the 
Bal.d.w:i.n Southwark Division of Baldlfin-I.:Ime-Hamil.ton Corporation. 
( Fi.gure 5). 
The Anderson st,ra:Lnm.eter had ~he switching unit and t,he balancing 
unit buil.t in the same box with an external. galvinaneter which was 
powered by an AC current source. The current used in the Wheatstone 
Bridge circuit was provided by a 3 vo~1; DC source. A desirabl.e 
feature ot th:Ls instrument. was the direct read1 ng ot the strain in 
micro-inches on the strain indicator, 
The Bal.dwin-Southwark strain equipnent vas in two boxes,· one-
containing the swi.tclrl.ng wdt and a set or resistors used to zero the 
equipment prior to testing, and the second box contained the strain 
measuring devices pl.us the power source which was two sets of 
batteries, a ~.5 vo~t D.C. batter.r and a 90 vo~t D.c. battery. This 
particular device used 1000 micro-inches aa a zero and this number 
was subtracted b-cm the read:1 ng to obtain the actual. amount or strain. 
Positive readings are tor tensile strains-and negatiTe readings are 
for compressive stresses. These corrections vere made prior to using 
the data in canputa"tiions. 
MEASURING OF STRAINS DURINC A TEST 
FIGURE 5 
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A particular~ useful. type of SR-4 stra:in gage was used to 
determine strains at a point. The type of gage used tor point strains 
is lmown as a rosette and is made by placing three or more Jj.near 
strain gages on a single paperback. (Figure 2). 
The three gages on the singl.e paper are aligned in such a manner 
that by analyzing the strains on all of the gages the principal. 
strains may be determined in both magnitude and direction. 
It should be noted that strains are independent of stresses and 
the ealcul.ated principal strains at a point and their axes of action 
ca1eul.ated from strain data will be correct. 1'his concept is im-
portant when attempting to ana.l.yse data and determine criticu 
stresses b7 use of SR-4 rosette gages. If" strain i.s the more 
critical item in determini.ng the mode of concrete f'a:Uure, i.t v.Ul 
be correct]J' determined by the readings obtained by means o~ strain 
rosettes. 
For use in this experiment a rectangular rosette ttpe AR-1 was 
chosen. (Figure 28). This gage consists of three normal. linear 
strain gages mounted one on top of another at right ang1es with the 
axis of the third gage bisecting the right angle. A reason tor this 
choice i.s the concept ot stress in a hanogeneous elastic aollci of 
unif'orm thiclmess, point ~oaded. on an edge. The compressive stress 
in this system acts al.ong a radial. axis extendj ng f'rom the point at 
which the stress is desired to the centerline of the applied 1oad. 
(Figure 6). No tensi1e or shear stresses are present in such a 
l.oadi ng S)"stem. The rectangular rosette strain gage allows placing 
one recording gage al.ong the axis o£ compressive strain and one gage 
al.ong the axis of tensil.e strain with a third. gage which can be used 
f'Yl 
)( 
FIGURE FROM WH ICH STRESSES IN AN ELA STIC SOLID 











to determine the axis of principal strain and the magnitude of such 
strains. Also, if the material being tested is iso-elastic the maxi-
mum shearing stress ~~ be determined. 
Another reason for using SR-4 strain rosettes was that there are 
no other satisfactory strain measuring devices . for this type strain. 
To determine the strain and stress distribution in both magnitude and 
direction, three simultaneous strains or stresses at a particular 
point must be determined. If the change in strain with respect to the 
change in location is significant strain measuring device with long 
gage lengths are ruled out. The presence of relatively large particles 
rules out the ver.y short gage lengths used in other electrical strain 
rosettes. The magnitude of strain readings ruled out the use of any 
optical type device since these will only magnify strain by a factor 
of about 1 x 104 where electrical type magnify the readings by a 
.factor o·r 1 x 106. 
The mode of failure of concrete slabs edge loaded may be 
determined by correlating strain data from strain rosettes and linear 
strain gages with strain and stress data obtained in Part II of this 
project as compiled by Peter G. Hansen. 
Once the choice had been made as to the type of loading device 
and the type o£ strain measuring device to be used, all other portions 
o£ this study were planned to £it into a testing schedule geared to 
the speed and requirements of this type of equipment. 
It should be noted here that on original. data, no correction of 
strain readings have been made. All readings from the Anderson 
Strainmeter start at zero and require no further correction prior to 
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calculations. The readings from the Bal.dwin Southwark equipment have 
as a zero reading number ~000. Therefor~, the actual. strain is the 
recorded reading minus l.OOO, 
SR-4 STRAIN GAGE APPLI~ION: 
SR-4 strain gages have perhaps the wi.dest range of application 
to strain measurement ot any type strain measuring device. This · wide 
usage is not without some J.imitatiorus. First, SR-4 IJ&ges. must be 
intimate~ bonded to the surface on 'Which they are to measure strains, 
second, .they must be compl.etel3 wat~rproofed if. their surroundings. 
are damp or moist, third, there can be no large temperature changes 
during testing operations~ and f'ourth, strain gages measure .along 
their own axis · causing a need for very careful. alignment if accurate 
resu1ts are desired. These l.imitati.ons· can be overcome but not with-
out special. care during the appllcatiQn of the gages.(?) 
(7) Perry, o, c. and Lissner, H. R., OP. cit., Chap. 3. 
The first J.imitat:ion causes no troubl.e with a material. which is 
smooth and dry~ however, concrete usual.:cy meets neither of these ·re-
quirements. First, all. the concrete sl.abs were dri.ed :Cor. a minimum 
o£ two dqs prior to attaching the strain gages. To prepare a 
smoother surface on which to ap~ strain gages, the area in whi.ch 
strain gages were to be pl.aced was ground with a carborundum "Whee~. 
This operation. accom.plisheci the removal. ot the .outer J..Q"er of mortar 
~ch seemed to be somewhat softer than the interior of the slab. 
After gri.ndi.ng~ the surface was brushed with a wire brush and then a 
dusting brush to remove dust partic~es remaining after gri.ndi ng. 
Following the brushing, the entire smoothed area was washed with SR-4 
c~aning solvent to obtain c1ean surf'ace. 
This cleaned surface was st1ll somewhat rough due to some of 
the mortar being removed from the voids between partic1es of sand and 
grave1. Several procedures are possible to fill these voids or bridge 
over them. The process. used here attempted to fill the irregularities 
ld.th SR-4 cement rather than bridge over even small hol.es. 
To the c1ean surt'ace on which gages were .· to be attached a very 
liberal. coat or SR-4 cement was- applied. This coat of cement was 
followed by a coat o£ SR-4 solvent which thinned the cement and 
caused it to penetrate into al1 the irregularities on the surface of 
the concrete. The thinned cement was given ample time to dry~ then a 
second coat ot ~ gl.ue was •- applied. A minimum drying time of · 
twenty-.tour hours was required before the strain gages were attached 
to the surface to be tested. 
The next operation in the preparation of the slab was the 
determination of the gage J.ocations and alignments. First~ the 
1oadjng condition for the slab was determined in· accordance with the 
randomization of slabs in the testing schedu1e. 
The loadi.Dg point or points tor this condition were marked on 
the top edge of the slab. Next~ a vertical line was drawn through 
the centerline or the J.oading point and on this line the radial 
distance to gages was measured. Semi-circles were struck-off using 
the intersection ot the top edge ot the slab and the vertical. line as 
a center and as radii each of the gage :locations previously marked on 
the vertical line. Next, additional. radial lines were drawn in 
accordance to the general ~oading conditions. center J.oad, end 1oad~ 
symmetrical. l.oada ot 6 in. .trom ends~ or si ngl.e l.oad 6 in. from end. 
(Figures 7. s. 9 & l.O). These were l.ocat.ions for strain rosettes. 
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Linear strain gage 1ocations were determined in accordance with 
the loading condition tor the s1ab _as shown in Figures 7, 8, 9 and l.O. 
The final application ot the gages required special care e~ to 
arry needed in the first _two steps in gage application. The first ot. 
these being in the se1ection of the gage 1ocationo Wherever possible, 
a1ternate gage 1ocations were .provided so that the smoother of the 
two might be used as the actua1 . gage location. The second step was 
the application of the gage to the slab. This was done . by app:cying a 
liberal coat of SR-4 cement to both the slab and the . gage allowing 
both to dry until. tacky and then applying the gage. At this point 
several. details were of utmost importance. Among them. was the ob-
taining of comp1ete contact between the gage and the slab. At this 
time all air bubbles had to be , worked out trom under the gage and a 
slight pressure held against the gage so that a good bond between-the 
gage and the sl.ab was obtained. Also, care had to be taken -so that 
the gage vas proper~ 1ocated . and aligned. The reason for the proper 
l.ocation is explained -here. - "For a given mis-alignment of individual 
rosette gages and a given orientation of a rosette relative to the 
principl.e directions~ the error · in the magnit.ude of the COmputed 
principle strains caused by- this mis-alignment is proportional. to the 
difference between princip1e strains.tt(S) 
(8) Hetenyi~ M., Handbook of Experimental. stress Anal.ysis, PP. 4Z7, 
P!£• 4. 
After the strain gages were applied, a mininntm of 24 hours 
drying time for the SR-4_ cement was required. 
GAGE NU · .. MBERS .AND LO . . 
. · . CATIONS 









GAGE NUMBER AND LOCATION FOR END LOADS 
FIGURE 8 
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1--i LINEAR GAGE 
k::_ ROSETTE 
GAGE LOCATION FOR LOAD 
APPLIED 6 INo FROM END 
FIGURE 9 
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CONNECTION OF STRAIN MEASURING EQUIPMENT: 
The first step in connection o£ the strain measuring equipnent 
to the strain gages was the connection ot the ~ead wires to the gage 
wires. Since the change in resistance within the gage was so small, 
a.rq change in the connection would be read on the strain indicator as 
a · strain. To prevent this change in resistance, all. of the l.ead wires 
were so1dered to the gage l.eads. (Figure ll) 
The lead wires used in this experiment were #16 solid copper 
plastic coated wires. This size wire was relativezy stitt and coul.d. 
not be taped to the sartace of the slab as recommended.{9) This 
(9) Perr;y and l.Ai.ssner; §D. cit., PP, 32 
difficu1ty was overcome by attaching a c-clamp to the slab and tying 
the lead wires to these c-clamps, (Figure 12). SUch an arrangement 
was needed because the weight o:r the lead wires pul1ed on the strain 
gages and caused smaJ J . but erratic reading to appear on the strain 
indicator, or i.t enough force was exerted, the strain gage woul.d be 
pulled from the slab • 
. The slab was then ready to be moved into the testing machine 
and properly aligned (!t"igure l) in accordance with the type · ot 
loading to be applied. Next,, the s1ab was checked to insure that 
it was plumb so that no bending in the plane parall.e~ to the test 
surface would occur. Once the sl.ab was . aligned and phtmbecl, the 
loading b~oek was placed in the proper position. (.rj_gure 5). At 
this time the l.ead wires were connected to the switching unit of 
the strain measuring equipment. (figure 5). The circuit to which 
each gage was attached was recorded on a sketch showing all gages, 
34 
CONNECTION OF LEADS TO STRAIN GAGES 
. -
FIGURE 11 
SLAB PREPARED FOR TEST 
FIGURE 12 
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their ~ocations and orientation. l''ollowing this~ the compensat,ion 
gage lfbich corrected tor temperature changes was connected-to the 
switching box~ and depending on the strain measuring equipment~ addi-
tional connections were made in accordance with manufacturers in-
structions. When al.l of the connections were made~ the test circuits 
were balanced by changing the res1stance in a movab~e resistor so 
there was the same resistance in the strain gage and in the compen-
sating gage. Once all the gages were balanced~ the 1oading and 
strain measuring operation began. (Figure 5) 
TEST PROCEDURE: 
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The ~oading device used for these tests was a 200,000 ~b. capacity 
Tiniua Ol.sen Universal testiDg machine. This machine was gear driven 
and therefore would hold a constant defor.mation~ not a constant load~ 
since same plastic ~~ow oceurred at all loading stresses, except tor 
the very l.ov val.ues. The 1oad was appl.ied in relatively small amounts 
of 5000 to 10,000 ll>. increments depending on the probabl.e ultimate 
l.oad and the 1oading condition. At each of the pre-determined ~oad. 
points, the machine vas stopped and the strain equipnent read. 
The reading of the strain equipment consisted of switching the 
gage circuits to each gage and balancing the Wheatstone Bridge 
arrangement which was calibrated in micro-inches of strain instead 
of ohms of resistance. Each gage reading vas recorded on prepared 
data sheets so that it could be used to compute the desired data. 
(Data Sheets). 
As l.oading progressed, the tollov.lng were noted; the l.oad at 
the time of fai~ure~ ~ cracks which opened during the test with 
their l.ocation~ and the 1ocation and type of the ul.timate fa11ure. 






Three loading conditions were originally specified~ i'irst, a 
single load applied at one end · ot the test- slab, second, a center ~oad, 
and third, two loads applied ~etrically six inches from each end. 
As the project progressed, results indicated that data on a fourth 
loading condition was needed, that of a si.ngl.e ~oad applied six 
inches from an end. 
Data on these Ioad.ing points made possible the drawing of an :in-
fluence line showing the e££ect of a point load applied. each o! the 
various positions described above. The e:t.tect or 1oads applied at 
other points a1ong the edge face of the sl.ab may be .:found by inter-
polating values from the curves obtained. (rigure 22) 
The i.nf'ormati.on thus found . can be used to determine the size 
and location of anchor plates through which to app~ the compressive 
forces developed in prestressing the concrete slabs. 
The cracks developed by the applied test -1oads tntQ" give addi-
tional information as to the forces and direction or application of 
these ~orcas ldlich cause fai~ures in the present conventional type 
or concrete highwa;y slabs. It the mechanics of the fail.ures can be · 
determined, methods ot reinf'orcement can be devised to prevent such 
tai~ures in future highway. pavements. 
TABLE I 
ORIGINAL DATA 
Pages 40 through 66 
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SLAt~ :. //1 DATA SHEET C'Er 'I'E R LOAD 
·14 DAY TEST JULY 3, 195(,, 
GAGE STRAIN x 1C-_f, inA 
LOAD 5000. 10000 20000 40000 
2R 1042 1000 925 740 
2/ 994 974 948 926. 
2T 1015 1025 1050 1175 
4/ -80 -65 -70 ·...;90 
4T 0 -65 -140 -425 
4aR -30· -75 -125 -310 
- 4a/ 0 0 I -15 -50 4aT .. +30 . +50 +100 +180 5R · 1074 1049 I 1000 . 897 5/ ·1100 1095 1090 109.0 
5T 1107 1110 I 1120 1·180 I 
· 5aR ·· 
-60 -80 I -155 ~270 
5a/ 
-30 -40 I . ..:.3o I -70 
. SaT +25 +50 +5J -c-100 I 
.6aR -30 -60 ~t20 -260 
6a/ +20 +35 + 40 +40 
6aT ~10 
-30 -20 +20 
?R 968 952 928 850 
?T 1095 1095 1105 1135 
7aR 
-35 -50 -70 ~150 
7a/ 0 0 +10 +20 
?aT 0 0 -10 ! 0 
8R 893 
I 
950 7?0. I 30 8/ 925 947 980 1172 
BT 1050 1060 1097 1495 
8a/ . 0 +so +5·o · +610 
SaT 0 +10 +100 +BOO 
10 -10 -20 ·-20 -120 
7/ --30 -25 -50 -lC 
ULTI~iATE - 40000 
4:1 
" 
- :·.· ' . .. , .. .. . '•. ·. ' . •:·c·· . 
:. 
. 
SLAB #5 . ''• DATA SHEET ·· c·EKTER · LOAD 
l4DAY TEST ' JULY 6, 1956. 
.. _ ' 
GAGE STRAIN X 1o-6 in • . 
-LOAD 5000 10000 20000 )0000 . 400GO 50000 60000 





80 . . -170 - 330 
- 460 -·~· - .. 760 ' 
lT +10 +' 75 +120 "+240 + 590 +1015 +1470 
2R -160 -210 -275 -410 - 480 - 650 ....; · 770 2/ 
-
.50 - 30 - 50 ·- eo - 120 - 150 · .· · ~ - 200 2T 
-
50 + 40 +220 +230 ~ 220 + 170 + 230 
3R 980- . 960 918 868 811 761 719 
31 984 978 .--963 950 935 . 930 930 
3T 997 1000 1015 . ' •'1:031 1060 · 1090 · -1140 . I 
4R 970 ' 949 -903 848 7ry9 705 598 I .. ~. 
4/ 980 971· 950 920 894 860 .. 810 
_4T 997 1000 1010 1020 1040 1060 1100 
5R , . 980 970 942 910 878 .. 850 ' 820 
.. '~ . 5/ . 990 
- 985 972 953 935 . . 920 900 
·· 5T 1000 ·1004 · 1008 ' 1010' 1020 . 1025 ·1036 -
·6R -~0 -20 -20 · ..;_90 ' ~120 ·-200 -230 
6/ 
I 





-40 +20 . +30 +30 +·9-20 
I 
-
20 · +· 80 
7R -50 .-30 -20 ·-40 
-
90 ·- 90 --120 
7/ . . -50 •10 -10 -10 
-
40 - 50 - 60 
7T -50 . 0 0 +10 0 
I 
0 . - :+ 30 
8R -70 ~90 .· +30 .-260 ---...; -510 ..... '-~· -910 -.· -1800 
8/ ~so -60 ~ .;..150 ·· ' 85 -150 . . -250 : · .. ---:-510 -· 
-
8T I -50 -10 0 •" +40 +40 +20 . 0 BaR 
-90 -1oo· -200 ·-· -340 -610 -880 ' .;.·1170 
8a/ -80 -50 ~70 .; .. -130 -180 -120 . - -~ +3 50 
BaT -70 0 +40 .·. +100 +170 +600 +1?60 
9· -50 -10 0 0 0 0 +10 ' 
9a 1C05 1005 1005 •1005 1008 1000 990 
10 992 990 989 984 917' 961 931 









SLAa #9 DATA SHEET CENTER LOAD 
._ 14 DAY TEST JULY 10, 195'6 
GAGEl STRAIN x 10-6 inc 
LOAD 5000 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 
1R -40 -69 -135 -218 -253 -411 -619 
1/ -18 -45 -90 -147 -210 -271 -348 
2R -20 -3 5 -80 -118 -150 -190 -)00 
2/ -20 -20 -35 -50 -68 -88 -100 
3R 982 970 948 921 900 eeo 844 
3/ 990 988 975 965 954 943 921 
3T +22 +27 +31 +37 +40 +50 +52 
4R 980 955 921 r.eo 846 802 714 
4/ 1000 988 980 968 959 949 930 
4T 1008 1007 1013 1021 1026 1030 1052 . 
· 5R 993 980 · 959 930 908 885 842 
.5/ 1000 990 983 972 967 9f>2 965 
-5T 1009 . 1C10 1022 1038 1047 1055 1075 
6R +12 -2 -19 -27 -53 -62 -98 
6/ 0 +20 . +36 +42 +40. +50 +52 
"6T +10 +10 +10 . +11 +12 +20 +13 
7R -30 ~39 -50 . -61 -60 -70 -73 
?/ -6 0 -12 -20 -35 -42 -20 
?T -10 -9 0 -4 0 0 0 
9 -7 0 0 0 +10 +20 +20 
9a 998 1000 . 1000 1002 1008 1C11 1010 
10 -15 -33 -50 -61 . -~60 -70 - 73 
lOa 993 992 "' 988 983 985 988 9$0 
11 -12 -30 -60 -119 -160 -202 -2A8 
1la 970 950 910 865 822 800 732 
ULTIIv1ATE - 60000 
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SLAB #3 ' ' . "· D_ATA SHEET . · END LOAD · 
14 DAY TEST •'. ; : . JULY 5, ': 1956 ' 
GAGE STRAIN ·x 1o-6 in~ 
LOAD 4000 8000 . 16000 . . ? Jt ()()O · 
.. 
1R 990 990 995 ' 90'0 : .. 
1/ 980 964 ' 96~ · ,930 
.1T 977 967 930 945 
2R 976 955 '• 925 ,• 949 
2/ 984 978 960 961, 
. 2T 989 992 998 970 
3R 970 9-55 9.23 960 
3/ 9$0 972 950 9.67 ' 
JT 990 998 ' 996 1002 
4R -65 -150 --220 -295 
4/ +10 +5 +20 -10 
4T . 0 +2 ~10 +10 
5R , . +10. 0 0 0 
5/ +35 +38 +40 +45 , 
5T -6·5 -78 -100 -105 
·6 965 935 · 872 534 
7 -35 -82 :-180 -490. g 
·-25 -70 ' . ·~170 -135. 
9 +20 +25 ' -35 -50 11 1002 1020 ' 1030 1000 
12 1012 1042 1017 ' . 98_0 
-· 
ULTIMATE 
- 23550 ' 
· -
-





}SLAJ3 ': #7· .. ',,5" .'~ 
Xl4< DAY TEST· 
GAGE 
1000 4000 
1R -10 -10 -30 -60 
,, 
.-90 
1/ 0 0 0 + 5 1 
.. 
. .. +30 
1T --5 0 0 +10 · .:.1o· 
2R 960 990 959 920 902 
2/ 960 995 980 968 970 
2T 970 1010 1008 1010 1038 
3R 965 992 968 937 927 
J/ 960 992 975 965 . · 975 
3T 0 0 0 +10 +15 
4R - 5 -10 - 5 0 ~ -5· 
4/ + 5 0 + 5 - ' 0 ' f307 
4T +10 + 5 +15 +20 +30. 
5R - 5 0 + 5 0 +10 51 0 +10 +15 0 +10 
5T -125 -115 -30 +25 +10 "· 
6 .. 945 985 948 878 810 
7 955 980 940 864 I 800 
8 955 980 935 845 
I 790 
9 + 5 +10 +30 ~15 -70 
"11 970 1025 1048 1210 . 1240 







LOAD PArA SHEET END 
l4 DAY .TE3T JU_Lt. 16 ·, l<i$~ 
GAGE STRAIN x 10~6 ino 
LOAD 4000 8000 12000 16000 20000'" 24.000_ ·~ 
... ' 
1R 
-32 -60 -90 -130 -170 -210 l'i 0 0 
- 5 + 5 0 ~ ·10 ·' 1/ 0 -22 + 8 + 2J + 15 + 20 
2R 997 980 960 933 912 895 
2/ 1005 1004 1000 992 980 9?0 
2T 1010 1010 1010 1010 1010 994 
- 3R ·992 980 967 950 932 917 
3/ 1005 1000 994 9as . -977 .. 966 
3T 1005 1004 1005 1010 1010 1005 
. 4R + J 0 + 5 0 +10 +47 
4/ -10 0 
- 2 - 8 +10 +~5 ' 
5R + 5 . +12 +18 +27 =+30 +40 
5/ 0 0 
- 4 0 +10 , •12 5T 0 0 0 · 0 - 8 -12 
. 7 975 937 900 8451 · aoo 740 " 
s 967 910 860 7$0 725 6?0 
9 .-15 -10 -10 -20 -40 - ·65 . 
10 0 +15 +45 +35 +62 +80-
11 -10 +25 +40 +67 +65 . :+75 '.· 
. '.',.•. · . 
ULTIMATE - 26_650 
.. 
46 
SLAB #11 DATA SHEET SYMMETRICAL _ LOAD 
14 DAY TEST JULY 12, 1956 
GAGE STRAIN x 10-6 in. 
LOAD 10000 20000" 40000 60000 
.. · 
lR 
-30 -80 -175 -310 
1/ 0 -10 -50 -90 
lT +10 +25 +55 +80 
2R 
-50 -25 -45 -120 
2/ 
-35 +10 +10 -10 
2T +20 +60 +120 +100 
3R 0 
-30 -60 ~90 
3/ 
-35 -30 +25 -10 
JaR 
-10 -30 -65 -95 Ja/ +5 +5 0 0 
JaT +20 +15 +30 +45 
·4R 
-65 -40 -50 -120 
4/ -20 +20 +35 -20 
§' =-25 -30 +15 -30 -15 -10 +50 +20 5T 
-15 -20 +15 
-30 6R •35 +25 +30 +30 6/ +5 +10 +10 +15 6T +5 0 0 +10 
7R 990 992 990 990 7/ · 988 980 970 952 7T 
-991 990 980 973 8R 1005 1041 1080 1125 8/ 1000 1008 1008 1005 BT 990 982 968 958 9R 1ooo · 1017 1033 1057 9/ 999 994 990 990 9T 996 1000 992 990 10 +110 +140 +190 +185 
11 
·1005 1010 1025 1050 12 
-10 +45 +70 +45 
-13 
-25 +30 +40 
-10 
14 1016 1039 1080 1148 
16 
-25 +25 +35 -10 
17 +5 +15 +40 +75 18 0 +70 +125 +125 
4T 0 +60 +105 +85 
ULTIMATE - 65940 
SLAB #13 DATA ' SHEET SYMMETRICAL LOAD 
.14 DAY TEST JULY 14, 195n 
GAGE STRAIN x 10.,.6 ino 
LOAD 10000 20000 40000 60000 
lR 
-32 -85 -200 -340 
1/ -10 -20 -62 ..:92 
1T +70 +65 +115 . +117 
2R -20 -so -105 -174 2/ . 
-5 . -15 -30 -40 
2T +20 +33 . +57 +80. 
. 2aR 1012 -· 1028 1051 1080 
2a/ 995 996 998 998 
2aT 977 950 903 853 
3R -18. -40 -85 . -140 
3/ -10 -25 . -50 -65 -
. 3T -10 . +2" . +23 . +38 
. JaR .. . 980 . 959 920 880 
. 3a/ 
·999 : 999 995 . 991" 
3aT •1009 1018 1033 1050 
··4R -20 -43" -90 -138 
4/ ·-28 
-43 -67 -110 
4T +22 +28 +50 .+65 
5R -15 -40 -62 -110 
5/ 0 -10 -13 -35 
5T -10 +8 +25 +50 
6R +12 0 -12 -20 
6/ . +12 ·.: 0 -12 -33 
6T 0 +10 +12. 
-5 
. 7R 1000 997 992 1002 
?/ 995 992 987 991· 
7T 1008 1012 1023 1030 
SR 
-20 -40 -77 -120 
8/ 
-10 -10 -8 ~10 
ST +20 . +25 +42 +50 9R . 
-20 -
-30 -48 -75· 
9/ 
-5 -8 +5 +5 
9T +10 +8 . +20 "+20 
10 
-25 -40 -A.8 -105 
lO -10 · -22 -68 -100 
11 -10 -10 - -13 . -25 
12 +10 +10 +7 +10 
13 0 0 0 0 
14 983 964 926 880 
16 -22 -32 -68 -135 
17 +8 +2 - -5 -10 
18 1011 1025 1040 1030 
ULTIMATE - 69960 
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SLAB //17 DATA SHEET SYMMETRICAL LOAD 
14 DAY TEST JULY 3, 1956 
_G_&_GE STRAIN x 10-6 in. 
LOAD-8000 12000 16000 20000 30000 40000 
1R 963 930 888 845 723 430 
1/ 1010 1015 1012 1010 995 953 
1T 10)0 1051 1060 1087 1118 "1187 . 
2/ 1000 993 982 985 960 930 
2T 1014 1023 1025 1040 1063 1080 
3R 0 -20 -20 ~40 -75 =-125 
31 +22 +20 +5 +15 
- 3 - 0 
3T +43 +50 .+48 +78 +77 +95 
4R -10 -38 =-48 -65 -110 -145 
~~ +5 -5 -10 -15 -45 -68 1027 1040 1042 1068 1087 .1103 . 
6T 1020 1037 1040 1065 1085 1105 
8R 990 980 967 958 930 875 
8/ 1012 1075 1018 10)5 1038 1048 
8T 1018 1025 1027 1043 1052 1068 
.. 10 
-25 -40 -50 -70 -1l-O -155 
11 0 -10 -22 -35 -65 -100 
12 0 
-5 -12 -20 -42 -58 
14 -22 -45 -68 -105 -210 -485 
17 +33 +38 +47 +65 +45 +25 
18 +35 +42 +45 +58 +60 +30 





SLAB -#19 DATA SHEET CENTER . LOA.D 
42 DAY TEST AUGUST 30,1956 
GAGE STRAIN x 10-6 ino 
LOAD 10000 20000 30000 40000 60000 
1R +90 0 -165 . -440 -15CO 
1/ -18 
-45 -85 -105 -10 
1T +40 +80 +95 +135 +;?50 
2R 950 900 830 760 535 
2/ 1000 1005 1020 · 10.38 1115 
2T 1015 1030 1060 1095 1260 
3R -40 -$7 -1.38 -190 -300 
.3/ -15 -50 -70 -110 -170 
JT ~20 +60· +70 +90 +150 
8R 896 780 615 )60 -2600 
8/ 975 950 925 895 1020 
8T 1020 1060 1140 1260 2020 
9 1010 1000 . 1005 1010 1000 
10 
-12 -20 -12 -10 
-7 
11 
-20 -50 -80 -140 -350 
ULTIMATE - 77000 
SLAB .#27 DATA SHEET CENTER LOAD 
42 DIY -TEST SEPTEi~1BER 6, - 1956 
GAGE STRAJN 1o-6 ino . · .. X 
- LOAD 5000 10000 20000 10000 L.OOOO 
lR 1005 1020 - 1010 980 960-
1/ ~ -s 0 0 +10 
_, 
- +50 
l'r 960 935 920 945 - 1050 
2R +10 +10 -10 -65 -170 
2/ +15 +20 0 -20 -70 
3R 980 980 975 950 905 
3/ - 1002 - 1010. 1010 1010 -·· 1C15 
,_ 3T 1000 1010 1010 1035 980 
4R 1000 .1000 990 .- 955 $80 
4/ - 955 950 940 .-. 930 900 
8R +:40 +45 +20 +10 +20 $/ 0 -10 -70 - > -lCO. -140 
' 8T -10 ·-20 " -55 -60 -35 -. 
9 _1000 1000 . 1010 1015 . 1030 
10 1000 1010 :. 1010 1015 1025 










SLAB #30 DATA SHEET CEt~TER LOAD 
42 DAY T~ST SEPTEMBER 7, 1956 
GAGE STRAIN x 10-{1 in ... 
LOAD 5000 10000 20000 )0000 40CCO 
-
lR 920 825 n40 320 -130 
lT 1035 1070 1115 1175 1200 
2/ 975 950 920 880 810 
2T 990 1010 I 1040 1C80 1120 4R 950 900 8)0 720 620 
4/ 970 940 900 855 805 
4T 1015 1030 · 1050 1075 ·1085 
8R 
I 
-13 5 -270 -490 -835 I -1340 
8/ 
-20 
-40 -110 -295 · -~30 
8T +3 5 +?o I - 80 +115 +180 
9 0 +10 +10 0 0 





SLAB .#12 DAT.; SHEET £I·:D LOAD \ 
~2 DAY TEST AUGUST 9, 1956 
PAGE S_TRAIN x ~o-6 in .. 
LOAD 4000 8000 12000 16000 20000 240000 ~0000 
lR 
' 
-so : -1c1 -158 -201 -250 -265 "6'"' -) v
1/ -75 i -160 I - ?) 'l -Jl5 -41C -49C -655 ~ ....... .... ~ 
lT 0 I +S +10 +15 0 -70 -100 
2R 970 930 893 860 810 780 715 
2/ 989 I 968 
' 
9no 940 920 855 780 
2T 1010 1Cl5 10l8 1C38 1048 1040 1005 
)R 975 950 925 900 870 845 820 
31 l 988 970 956 945 930 930 860 3T 1 1008 1010 1020 1020 1020 1060 lC30 6 9.63 930 894 ~60 81C 710 555 
8 93$ 860 780 708 590 44.0 I ?.40 
9 -10 -8 +10 +43 +230 +BO +25 
11 1004 1020 10)8 1050 1060 1000 965 
.. 
ULTIMATE - 35470 
--.. 
53 
SLAB #15 DATA SHEET END LOAD 
4·2 DAY TEST AUGUST 13, 1956 
GAGE STRAIN x 10-6 in~ 
LOAD 4000 8000 10000 15000 20000 25000 
1R 953 903 870 820 790 943 
1/ 925 813 755 655 415 105 
1T 998 1010 1015 1045 1693 , 3390 
2R 977 921 884 81~7 790 829 
2/ 945 910 890 858 823 880 
2T 1008 1025 1030 1037 1052 1223 
3R 980 937 915 880 838 828 
3/ 985 960 948 923 900 890 
· JT 1005 102) 1028 1037 10471 . ;· 1060 
6 951 882 840 770 678 588 
7 -45 -115 ~157 
-2401 -3231 -470 
.8 -58 -142 -173 -270 -433 -615 
9 -12 -17 -30 -40 , 
-1451 -220 
10 I +10 +25 +25 +40! +J.rO -. i-15 
.11 I +10 +30 I +751 +70 I +22 +481 
I I . I . 
I 
ULTIMATE - 28800 I 
I I 
54 
SLAB #31 DATA SHEET END LOAD 
42 DAY TEST SEPTEMBER ~0, 1956 
GAGE · STRAIN X lo-6 inQ 
LOAD 5000 10000 15000 
1R 90~ 740 240 
1/ I 1060 1165 ' 2210 
1T 980 1005 1715 
2R 960 915 900 
2/ 965 935 
" 
920 
2T I 1000 1005 1000 3R 9~0 960 945 
3/ 980 965 950 
3T 1000 1015 995 
6 960 9:15 850 
7 
-
-75 - ~135 ~275 
. 8 
-60 -135 -375 
9 ~65 .. ~140 -305 
11 +10 +40 ' +50 
. . 
- ' 
I ULTIMATE ~ 17600 I - .. 
-
55 
SLAB #21 '~ DATA SHEB:T SD'li"1ETRICAL LOAD 
42 DAY TEST AUGUST 31, "i956 
G.A.GE STHAIN x 1C-6 in. 
LOAD 10000 20000 40000 
1R 989 960 8~0 
1/ 1010 1000 960 
lT 1000 1010 1035 
laR 950 900 755 
laT 1020 1C40 1C80 
2R 1000 995 950 
2/ 1010 1015 995 
2T 1010 1C25 1040 
11 +15 +20 0 
12 1000 1010 1C10 
16 -20 . _g -30 
17 +30 +50 +50 
17a 1020 1040 1070 
19 +10 +40 +70 
19a +35 +125 +1270 
20 +25 . +60 +60 
2.2 +30 +50 +70 
ULTII~ATE - 53000 
56 
SLAB #24 DATA SHEET SYMMETRl:CAL LOAD 
42 DAY TEST SEPTEMBER 3, 1956 
GAGE STRAIN x lo-6 in. 
LOAD 10000 20000 30000 40000 
1R 995 965 950 950 
1/ 1000 990 990 995 
·1T 995 1005 . 1010 1020 
2/ 1000 1000 995 995 
2T 1000 1010 1020 1030 
11 995 990 990 990 
16 995 990 985 985 
17 1010 1020 1030 1040 
18 -200 Creep 
19 +25 +35 +45 +60 
20 +5 +20 +45 +35 
21 +20 +30 +45 +65 




SLAB #25 DATA SHEET SYMMETRICAL LOAD 
42 DAY TEST SEPTEMBER 4, 1956 
GAGE STRAIN x lo-6 · 1no 
LOAD 5000 10000 20000 30000 40000 
1R 985 950 885 820 760 
1/ 995 980 955 925 910 
1T 995 1010 1020 1035 1040 
2R 995 980 950 925 900 
2/ 1000 995 985 970 970 
2T 1010 1Cl5 1030 1040 105'J 
10 990 985 970 9no 950 
14 -10 -10 -25 -40 . -55 
16 loo·o 1000 1000 995 975 
17 1005 1015 1035 1055 1035 
17 1030 1100 1100 1090 1070 
20 I 1010 1020 1035 1030 1320 21 +10 +20 +35 +55 +15 




. ULTIMATE - 43000 
--
58 
SLAB #10 DATA SHEET CE~-~TER LOAD 
e4 DAY TEST SEPTEl"1BER . 11, · .19 56 
Gi\CE '"'TR. I,. ~ 10-6 ~ . i\. i.>;; X · ino 
LOAD _5_900 ____ lOOOO 2_9000 30000 
1R 1C40 1050 1035 980 
1/ 1010 1010 1000 9$0 
lT 995 980 1005 1020 
2/ -8 -10 -20 . I -35 2T +15 +15 +35 +45 4R l 1015 1025 1000 I 980 4/ 1010 1015 lOCO I . 985 
4T I 1005 1000 1G15 I 1020 
' f.R I 1020 1030 1000 I 9?0 I I 8/ 980 970 955 950 BT I 970 940 945 945 
9 I +5 +10 +20 I +?.0 10 1010 1015 1015 1020 I I 11 I 990 980 960 950 . I ! 
i 
I ULTIMATE 
- 37000 .. i 
I 
I 
I I I 
-
59 
SLAB #14 DATA SHEET CENTER LOAD 
84 DAY TEST SEPTEMBER 14, 1956 
GAGE STRAIN x 10~6 ino 
LOAD 10000 20000 40000 50000 60000 70000 
lR 960 910 750 660 540 435 
1/ 985 960 880 835 790 760 
1T 985 990 1010 1030 1070 1175 
2R 980 965 ' 910 875 820 725 
2/ 1000 1000 970 960 930 905'' 
2T 1015 1025 1040 1045 , 1050 1055 ' 
4R -20 -45 -90 -120 -175 -240 4/ 0 -10 -20 -30 -55 -75 
4T +20 +10 +20 +30 +30 +45 
8R 975 950 880 B05 735 675 
8/ 1010 1015 995 975 960 955 
BT 1015 1020 1035 1050 1070 1085 · 
9 0 +10 +20 +10 +30 +45 
10 1000 1000 1010 1015 1020 1030 
ll 
, , 965 940 885 860 835 8)0 
ULTIMATE - 78000 
60 
SLAB #18 DATA SHEET CENTER LOAD 
84 DAY TEST OCTOBER 2, 1956 
GAGE STRAIN x lo-6 in. 
LOAD 5000 10000 20000 30000 40000 
1R 93·5 885 770 650 435 
1/ 975 960 930 925 880 
1T 1000 1005 1005 1020 1090 
2R -20 
-35 -90 -150 -220 
2/ -20 -40 -90 -120 -105 
2T +10 
-25 -20 0 +40 
4R -20 -35 -70 -105 -150 
4/ 0 0 -50 -50 -70 
4T .+5 0 -20 -5 +15 
8R 930 870 720 565 375 8/ 955 915 820 710 600 
BT 1000· 1010 1020 1035 . 1045 
9 990 995 1000 1005 1005 
10 
-5 -25 -20 0 -5 
11 
-5 -20 . -60 -75 -110 
. 12R 935 885 790 685 545 
12/ 975 955 915 865 780 
12T 1000 1010 1015 1030 1040 
ULTIMATE - 72000 
61. 
SLAB /.' 3 DATA SHEET END LOAD -
84 D41 TEST · SEPTEl'VIBER 6 ~ 1956 
GAGE STRAIN X lo-6 .in 
LO;\D 5000 lOGOn l50GO 20C80 25000 
.. 
lR 970 935 900 870 790 
1/ 1005 1010 1010 995 935 
lT- 1~05 101) l 1010 990 1 CCO ! : 2E 975 960 i 940 930 935 I 2/ 1000 lOCO ! lOCO 995 1035 




3T -10 0 0 0 -20 
7 970 9.30 885 835 770 t 
8 I =45 -90 -145 l ~210 -290 9 
I 
0 +20 +10 I +10 +20 
11 1015 1030 1040 1045 1040 
I 
' 





SLAB §7 DATA SHEET END LOAD 
S4 DAY TEST SEPTE.¥.13ER 10 
' 
1956' 
_G_ftGE STRAI~: x 1o-6 in. 
LC:\D 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 
lR 1005 1005 1005 985 980 
1/ 1005 1010 1010 1005 975 
1T 980 945 920 8b5 815 
2R 990 975 950 9)0 945 
2/ 985 970 950 945 920 
2T 1000 1000 985 980 . 955 )R 1000 985 9t15 955 970 
. 3/ 1000 990 975 970 965 
JT 1010 1010 1000 1000 9e5 
6 -)0 -80 -120 -170 -250 
7 +40 -10 -50 -SO -1)5 
s -)0 -80 -130 -180 -?sn 
·- -9 - -1G -20 -15 0 +)0 
10 1015 1030 10)0 1050 1Cr)) 





.SLAB #12 DATA SHEET ENJ LOAD 
84 DAY TEST SEPTElVIBER 1), 1956 
GAGE STRAIN x 1o-6 · :Lno 
LOAD 5000 10000 15000 20000 
lR 1000 990 970 900 
1/ 980 950 925 . 860 
lT 980 970 960 945 
2R 980 970 960 965 
2/ 985 980 980 975 
2T 990 995 990 950 
3R 980 985 965 9fS5 
31 985 980 975 950 
3T 1000 1000 1000 975 
7 965 930 900 $10 
8 975 955 925 875 
9 0 0 +10 
-5 
10 · +120 +220 +250 +)70 
11 +30 +50 +70 +100 
ULTI~1ATE = 24000 I 
64 
SLll.B 7?2 DATA SHEET SI~!GLE LCA.D 6 ino 
84 DAY TEST FROM END 
GAGE STRAIN x 1o-6 in2 
·-LOAD 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 
lR 900 BOO 685 560 400 180 
1/ 
I 
930 870 805 ·?60 740 780 
2R 945 880 820 760 685 625 
2/ 975 945 920 900 875 870 
2T 1015 1040 1065 1100 
I 
1150 1230 
3R 945 900 835 780 715 645 
31 985 965 955 940 920 910 
3T 1020 ·-1040 10()5 1085 I 1100 1120 5 +so -20 -60 I 
-70 -70 -170 
6 =30 -10 -25 =25 -40 
- 40 
7 =10 . -30 -60 I -75 -120 -150 
8 =20 -20 -40· -50 
-
50 - 65 
9 0 +15 +20 +35 +_,50 + 6C 
10 +10 +20 +35 +50 + .55 ... + 65 




SLAB #6 DATA SHEET SINGLE LCl,D. 6 in • . 
84 DAY TEST .from end . 
GAGE STRAIN x 10-6 ino 
LOAD 10000 15COO 20000 . )0000 40000 50000 
1R 960 925 905 855 775 670 
1/ . 1005 . 1000 1010 1010 1005 995' 
1T 990 995 1010 1015 1030 1065 
2R ·, .-50 -65 -170 -110 -165 -210 
2/ 995 1000 .1015 101::> 1000 970 
2T 1010 1020 1040 1050 1055 I -1055 )R 950 910 890 845 770 685 
J/ 9.65 935 930 885 825 760 
JT 1005 1010 1025 1020 1015 1025' 
4 990 980 990 -975 950 925 
5 o· +10 0 +5 0 -20 
6 ' +15 +10 +20 +30 +40 +50 
7 0 ~10 -15 +20 -25 -30 
8 . -40 -65 -80 -95 -110 
' 
-115 
9 -10 .·o - ·1o . o· +15 +60 
11 1010 1010 1040 1045 1055 1075 




SLAB /!16 DATA SHEET 6 IK. Ff~·:~ 1 E!. i) 
~~ DAY 
I~ 
T!J.3T SEP'f'EFI3ER 1e, ·. 1956 
GAGE STRAIN X 1c-6 ino 
LOAD 5000 1C·OOO 20000 30000 40000 50000 
·-· 
1R lClO lClO 1000 9A5 900 P-15 
1/ 1015 1020 1030 1C25 1C10 . lCCG 
1T 1000 1000 1005 1005 .1025 lLt:O 
2R 1000 -1000 985 970 9L~O 890 
2/ .. 1Cl0 1020 "1025 1025 1010 1000 
2T ·' l010 1~15 1020 1025 10.30 1050 
3R 1005 1005 1000 985 940 650 
3/ 9S5 975 960 950 920 9.05 
5 +15 +30 +35 0 ·o . -10 
.6 . +15 - +10 
-os 0 0 +10 
7 -5 . 0 -1; -:-15 -10 -1c-
8 
-20· -40. -!10· -80 .. ·-70 ~10 
9 +10 +lC +20 i-JC:• +no +))0 )T 995 -990 975 ·9()0 940 950 
~ .a *' • 
.. 
UL'riMATE 54909· ... . 









' ' ~ 








THE USE o~· S':IR&SS NCMOORAPH: 
The parti.cu1ar nOillOgraph used. to cal.culate stresses and strains 
provided a re1ati.vel.y rapid means of~ the strain data ob-
tained during tests performed on the slabs. (i''igures 14 and l.5). 
B.Y choosing a relativelY large scale tor the strain base line € ~ 
the strains coul.d be read more accurate~ trom the nomograph than 
from the strainm.eters. The following method was . used to correct tor 
the variable Modu1us of Elasticity. By drawing the normal. stress 
line <S {Fi.gure 15) and shearing stress line ,.- (Figure 1.5) and 
using a Modul.us ot El.asticit7 E of 1 x 10° ~ this one nom.ograJm was 
used tor a~ all data. To correct the normal. or shearing 
stress obtained from. the nomograph, the val.ue taken from the nomo-
graph vas mul.tiplied by the ratio o£ 
E or G ~x1o6 1xJ.06 (l.) 
G is the Modul.us ot Elasticity in shear. Since these ··val.ues are 
constants ~or an:r particu1ar slab, this ratio was computed o~ one 
time per slab. 
Val.ues for the Modulus of El.asticity in compression were ob-
tained from. test cylinders cast from concrete taken from each slab 
mix. To obtain the l4 day Mod.ul.us ot Elasticity, the 28 dq Modulus 
ot Elasticity val.ue was mul.tiplied by a factor of 3/4. (l.O) Standard 
compression cylinder tests were al.so per.tormed ·at 42 and 84 ~ for 
(l.O) Hansen, P. G., Op. Cit., PP. l3(). 
slabs to be tested at those ages. The Mocluli o~ Elasticity obtained 
frQDl these tests were used in computing the stresses :in the 42 and 84 
dq slabs. lTab~e 1) 
69 
a. 0 
E. VI:. 0 
f. ,. . 2 B ------.~..-.-+1 ~· -- ). 8 
. . 10' 
r = t: " AU + .(.( J : 
~----------T---------+-~d~~----~~-----+ 
E ~ 10 
(I -~a.) 
E ~--~------------~----~----------~---------- ·+ 
s L :tA-l 
E, + f.3 =c. 
NOMOGRAPH SOLUTION FOR RECTANGULAR ROSETTE 
Figure 15 
The Modulus of Elasticity in tension was obtained by dividing 
the Modulus of Elasticity in compression by a conversion factor. 
This conversion factor was obtained from a paper by Peter G. Hansen 
(ll) and was taken from a graph contained in that paper. These 
(ll) Hansen, P. G., Op. cit., PP. 118. 
70 
values ranged from about 2 at zero hours age to about 4 at 84 d~s age. 
Values used here were·3 at 14 days and 4 at 42 and 84 days. 
To obtain principal stresses and strains several operations were 
required. The algebraic difference between the strains E~-~ read on 
a gage radiating from the loading point~ and E, , read on a gage 
making an angle of 450 with the radial gage~ was determined and a 
point a. corresponding to this value was plotted on the line ~,- 6 a. 
(Figure 15). The algebraic difference between ~, .and 4!: T (a 
gage perpendicular to gage Ell) was determined and this value 
plotted on lineE~-E...- This point is denoted by the letter b. in 
Figure 15. Next, the line connecting these points was measured by 
using a divider to find the distance. This distance was scaled on 
the E scale. This value 2B was recorded for use later. The 
algebraic SThll of ~ft and ~Twas found and a point g was plotted on 
the ~ scale. The distance £rom zero to this point was 2A. The 
value 2B was used to locate two points £ and f1 (Figure 15) on the 
shearing stress line ,_ by placing one point of the qividers at 
zero shearing stress and using the other to locate the two points. 
These values were the principal shearing stresses at the time the 
strain measurements were taken. Next, two lines were drawn between 
the point g on the E line and the two points r1 and f 2 (Figure 15) 
on the shearing stress line. These lines intersected the normal 
stress line at d and e. The max'nlDl and minimum normal stresses CS 
were read fran the normal stress line at these points of inter-
section. 
The above procedure gave the ma.xl.nn.1m and miDimum. normal. 
stresses CS, max., ua. min. and the shearing stress 7 a"t the gage 
point under a particular l.oad. These stresses were baaed on the 
equations 
~ -
To obtain the true atresa values, the ratio o~ Mociul.us o~ Elasticity 
in tension Ef: or the Modulus of Elasticity in compression fc to 
~ x 1.06 was mu1tiplied by the stress read from the nomograph. 
6 max. • (f £ t a min. • (J. E. c. ,..,.... • G 
• 1.x1.o6 2.1x10o l.x~o6 
Since no tests were run to compute . Poissons' Ratio *"<. the 
· value assumed vas 0.1 which seems to be an accepted value in Materials 
of :Engineering handbooks. (l.2) If this assumed val.ue vas l.ov the error 
(12) Withey, H. o. and Washa• .G. W., Materiala or Construction, 
Chap. XV I PP. n. 
caused vas relative~ large tor shear stresses since, 
T • E. 2(1!Jo (4) 
For normal stresses, the error would be quite amalJ since the value 
changes very littl.e as l.ong aa M. is in the range 0.1 to 0.2. 
~ An attempt to obtain a more nearq correct value o.t G was made 
by obtaining an average value of E• by adding Ec to Et and dividing 
b7 2. This caused a alight reduct,ion in the Modulus o.t Elasticity 1n 
shear. 
2(1 + A-t ) 
The strain computations were perhaps the most important part of 
the stud;v. As noted preYioua]J' ~ J118D;Y assumptions ware made during 
the process or ccmpating stresses. strains are independent of ~ 
characteristics of the material. (l3) !his means that all strains 
lp) Hete!Jli, M •• Op. cit •• PP. 39~. 
measured were correct v.Ltbin the limits of the measuring equipnent 
and all strain computations were :tree ot errors caused. by incorrect 
assumptions. 
Using the va1ue 2A and 2B obtained as described earlier~ - the 
maximum and m1n1mwn principal strains were computed and. also their 
orientation w.l.th respect to one of the strain gages in the rosette. 
Using £a gage as a base line~ the angle between this gage and the 
m1n1wun principal strain in this case vas 
tan2o<.• G1-A 
E R- A 
Positive values or ot were clockwise. 'fbe principal .trains were 
computed b7 the two formulae: 
E max. • 2A + 2B 
2 
E min. • 2l - 2B 
2 
The yaJ.ue 2B is a1~s positive since it vas obtained .tram the 
equation 
72 
(u,) Hetenyi, M •• op, cit,, PP, 412 
A deta:Ued explanation DJq" be found in Chapter 9 • Handbook o~ 
Experimental. stress ~sis, by M. Hetleyi. 
Computations made from the original data obtained by use o:t 
the nomograph were recorded on . tabular forms and ~ be found in 
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tables headed MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OP PRINCIPAL STRAINS AHD ~. 
TABLE II COMPRESSIVE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
OF TEST SPECIMENS 


































14 DAY TESTS 
2o5 X 106 
3o9 X 106 





MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND S'IRESSF.S 
Pages 76 through 93 
MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #1 14 DAYS CENTER tOAD 
10000# 
E 
c • 2o5 X 1C6 Et M .8 X 106 G - 1.65 x 106 
E oc: E ""o' 6 €,;"6 &- e--GAGE lo-6 DECREES 10- 10- E•l06 E agto 
in/in in/in in/in psi 1c- psio 
R 0 +)60 +57 -27 -25 -73 
2/ -26 X X X 2:) 5 :t58 
T +25 X X X +50 +35 
R 
-75 -60 +50 -76 -10 .... 205 
4a/ 0 X X X ±60 ±100 
T +50 X X X +40 +30 
R -80 +10° 
-55 -85 = 80 -2)0 
5a/ -40 X X X ±65 ::t110 
T +50 X X X +40 +30 
R -60 -40° +35 -125 -120 -35C 
6a/ +35 X X X ~70 =tll5 
T -30 X X X +20 +15 
R -50 -22° +10 -60 -60 -=175 
7a/ 0 X X X ±)0 ±50 
T 0 X X X +5 +5 
R -48 +17° +108 -62 -50 -145 
7b/ -25 X X X tl76 ±280 
T +95 X X X +105 +S4 
R -107 +12° +63 oll1 -105 +305 
8b/ =53 X X X %76 ±114 
T +60 X X X +50 +35 
10 -20 X X X X -58 
77 
MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #5 14 DAYS CENTER LOAD 
Ee - 4o6 X 106 Et • lo5 X 106 G • 2.8 X 
1ogo0# 
10 
E. 0(,. E.. t'nAIL6 E. ""·, "6 & e-
GAGE 10c:>6 DEGREES 10- 10- E•106 E agto 
in/in in/in in/in psi 10- psio 
R -100 45° +51 -75 -80 -370 
1/ -20 X X X ~80 ±225 
T +75 X X X +63 +95 
R -210 12° +49 -219 -=215 -990 2/ -30 X X X ±120 :t3J 5 
T +40 X X X +25 +37 
R -40 15° 0 -40 --40 -=1S4 
3/ -32 X X X ±20 ±56 
T 0 X X X 
-2 -9 
R 
-51 40 0 -51 -51 -235 
4/ -29 X X X ±22 ±62 
T 
-97 X X X -5 -20 
R -30 0 +2 =-30 -30 =138 
5/ -15 X X X j-15 t42 
T +4 X X X 
-l -5 
R -20 0 +20 -20 -20 -92 
6/ 0 X X X t20 ±56 
T +20 X X X +20 +30 
R -30 -90 X X 
-35 -164 
7/ -10 X X X ±20 ±56 
T 0 X X X 0 0 
R -100 0 0 -100 -105 -485 
8/ -50 X X X :!40 ±112 
ST 0 X X X 
-5 -23 
~ 5 X X X -5 -23 
10 -10 X X X -10. -46 
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MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #9 14 DAYS CENTER LOAD 
106 106 1ogoo# E s 3o75 X ~ • l o 25. X G • 2o3 X 10 , c 
e ex. E. ~ot 6. P"niP\6 e- e-
GAGE lo-6 DEGREES 10- 10-- E•l06 E agto 
in/in in/in in/in psi 10- psio 
R -69 X X X X X 
1/ 
-45 X X X X X 
T Out 
R 
-35 X X X X X 
2/ -20 X X X X X 
T Out 
R =30 10° +28 
-32 -25 =-94 
.3/ 
-12 X X X ±25 ±57 
T +27 X X X +27 +34 
R 
-45 70 +8 -46 -50 -188 
4/ -12 X X X t25 ±57 
T +7 X X X 0 0 
R -20 0 +10 -20 c:o.20 <=61o5 
51 -10 X X X ±15 :t34 
T +10 X X X +10 +13 
R 
-2 ._3go +17 
-9 -10 -J7o5 
6/ . +20 X X X tl8 ±41 
T +10 X X X +20 +25 
R 
-39 =-26° +4 -52 =-52 -195 
7/ ~o · X X X ±25 '!57 
T 
-9 X X X 0 0 
9 0 X X X 0 0 
10 
-33 X X X -33 -30 
11 C>30 X X X 
-30 -27 
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MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #3 14 DAYS END LOAD 
X 106 6 2o4 X 106 
10000# 
E ... 3o9 Et s lo) X -10 G • 
·c -
E ~ E rnalC6 ~""'"'6 e- $-GAGE lo-6 DEGREES 10- 10- E•l06 E agt o 
in/in . 'i ir./in psi 1.n1 n 10- psio 
R 
-33 90 -2 ==lt-2 -45 =-171 
1/ -36 X X X ±18 i43 
T 0 X X X 
-5 =18 
R 
-45 r:-7 0 75° . -8 -45 -48 =le2 
2/ -22 X X X :tl8 ±43 
T -8 X X X -12 -45 
R 
-45 5o6° =1 -46 -48 ;=.182 
3/ -28 X X X ±2.0 +48 
T 
-2 X X X -6 COP22 
R -150 -23° +)6 -184 -185 =720 
4/ +5 X X X ±99 t240 
T +2 X X X +15 +20 
R 0 )lo5° +45o5 -123 -110 -420 
5/ +38 X X X :t75 ±180 
T -78 X X X +30 +39 
6 -65 X X X X -250 
7 -~2 X X X X -310 g 
-70 X X X X -265 
9 +25 X X X X +33 
10 +42 X X X X +55 
11 +20 X X X X +26 
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MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #7 14 DAYS END LOAD 
~ 
X 106 1o5 X 106 
6 10000# 
EC • 4o5 Et • G • 2o7 X 10 
£ 0( £hUa"&6 E "";"6 e- g.-GAGE lo-6 DEGREES 10- 10- E•1o6 E agt. 
in/in in/in in/:1-n psi 10- psio 
R -30 =225° +6o5 =-)6o5 -37 -167 1/ 0 X X X :t20 :t54 
--T ·. 0 X X X 0 0 
R ~41 3 0 5° +8o5 =-4le5 -42 -1e9 
.2/ 
-20 X X X :t22 :t59 
T ··: +8 X X X +2 +J 
R -32 .. 14o75° +2o5 -64.5 -37 -164 
J/ -25 X X X tlS :t48 
T 0 X X X 
-2 -9 
R 
-5 -45° +l4o5 =-4o5 -3 c=l4 
4/ +5 X X X t8 ±22 
T +15 X X X +15 +22 
R +5 28o2° +l~o5 =4Jo5 -42 -189 51 +15 X X X t30 ±81 
. T ~30 X X X +15 . +30 
6 co 52 X X X -52 . -234 
7 -60 X X X -60 <=270 g 
-65 X X X -65 -=293 
9 +30 X X X +30 +45 
10 +23 X X X +23 +)5 
11 +48 X X X +48 +70 
81. 
MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF ~ 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #15 14 DAYS END LOAD 
X 106 106 
1goo0# 
E • Jo65 Et • lo21 X · G • 2.2 X 10 c 
€ 
o<. ~ tn41' ~ ...... " e & 
GAGE lo-6 DEGREES 10-6 1o-6 E•l06 E agt;) 
in/in in/in . in/in psi 10=- psio 
R -90 -26° +22 -117 =-115 -480 
1/ +8 X X X -t62 :tl4 7 
T -5 X X X +10 +11 
R -40 -15o5° +14 -44 -45 -lfll 
2/ 0 
• · 
X X X ~25 :t59 
T +10 X X X +10 +11 
R . -33 -11 o4·0 +7o5 -)5o5 . -37 -155 
3/ -6 X X X :t20 ±47 
T +5 X . X X 0 0 
. R +18 
-45° +24 -6 -3 -12 
5/ -4 X X X ±17 ±41 
T 0 X X X +25 +26 
7 -=100 X X X -100 -420 
8 c=ll,.O . X X X =-140 -575 
9 +140 X X X +140 +147 
10 +50 X X X +50 +52 
11 +40 X X X +40 +41 
82 
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MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #11 14 DAYS SYMMETRICAL LOAD 
10000# 
E • c 3o00 X 106 Et • loOO X 106 G • 1.8 X 106 
E: 0( E rna;6 E: . <9- ~ lo-6 ,.,. " 6 E•1o6 GAGE DEGREES 1o- 10 ... E agto 
in/in in/in in/in psi 10- psio 
R -30 -13 ° -llo5 -Jlo5 -30 -90 
1 I 0 X X X t20 t36 
T +10 X X X +7 +7 
R -50 15~ +26 -56 -55 ==-165 
2al -35 X X X ±3 5 :t63 
T +20 .. X X X +15 +15 
R -10 oo -20 -10 -10 =30 
3 I +5 X X X :tl5 ±27 
T +20 X X X +22 +22 
R 
-65 =11° +1o5 -66o5 -70 -210 . 
4 I -20 X X X ±30 ±54 
T 0 X X X 
-5 -15 
R -25 -22° -12o5 -32o5 -30 c:.90 
s I -15 X X . X ±5 ±a9 
T 
-15 X X X -15 -45 
R +35 -22° +40 0 +4 +4 : 
6 I +5 X X X ±20 ±36 
T +5 X X X +40 +40 
R -10 +36° =5o5 =13o5 -15 -4, .· 
7 I -12 X X X :t2 - ;t 
T c-9 x · X X -10 -30 
R +5 +-28° +5 =10 -10 -30 
a I 0 X X X ±6 ±11 
T -10 X X X +3 +3 
R 0 +13° +oS -5o5 -3 -9 
9 I -1 X X X t2 :t9 
T 
-4 X X X 0 0 
10 +110 X X X X +110 
11 +5 X X X X +5 
12 -10 X X X X -30 
14 -25 X X X X -75 
15 +16 X X X X +16 
16 -25 X X X X -75 
17 +5 X X X X +5 
MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #13 
E • 4.10 X 106 c 
14 DAYS 













in/in in/in in/in 
E•106 E a~t o 




























































































































































































































































MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #17 1!+ ·DAYS iSYivllvlETRI CAL LOAD 
' . 
. 10000# 
Ec • 3o7 X 106 E • t 1 o 2:3 X 106 G • 2Q2 X 106 
€ 
o<. ~,.. .. E:..._~~ e- c5-
GAGE 10-6 DEGREES 1o-6 1o-6 E•l06 E agt o 
in/in in/in in/in psi 10... psio 
R -150 0 +133 -201 -570· +133 
1/ =30 X X X 4-100 ±220 
T +83 X X X +70 +85 
R 
-55 14° +34 -56 -52 -220 
2/ 0 x · X X -t40 -t88 
.. 
T +33 X X X +30 +37 
R -20 ..... 4o +56 -20 -15 --63 
3/ : +20 X X -·X -t30 -t66 
T +50 X X X +30 +37 
R -38 X X X X X 
sl =5 X X X X X 
R 0 -24° +47 =9 
.. 
-2 -10 
6/ +40 X X X . +24 :t5) 
T +37 X X X ±48 +59 
R -20 =J60 +78 =72 -65 -275 
8/ +75 X X X :65 ~144 
T +25 X X X +70 +86 




12 -10 X X X X -42 
13 -5 X X X X .-21 
14 -45 X X X X c=l90 
16 +22 X X X X +28 
17 +38 X X X X +47 
18 +42 X X X X +54 
19 +38 X X X X +47 
20 +12 X X X X +15 
21 +15 X X X X +18 
SLAB #19 
MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTICN OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
CENTER LOAD 
,Ee Iii 4ol X 106 
42 DAYS 




































































Ec • 3o68 X 106 Et • Oo92 x ·106 
























































































































MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF f. 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB # 27 42 DAYS CENTER LOAD 
106 o95 X 106 
1ogo0# 
Ec • )o82 X Et, 8 G • 2.17 X 10 
€ 
0( ~ m.•6 €,..,~ 6 <9- &- · 
GAGE 1o-6 DEGREES 10- 10- E • 106 E agto 
in/in in/in in/in psi 10- psi. 
R +20 +14° +25 -71 -70 -2n7 
1/ 0 X X X ±40 ±87 
T -65 X X X . +20 +19 
R -20 c:o22° +20 =-25 -25 -95 
3/ +10 X X X :t20 ±43 
T +10 X X X +15 +14 
R +20 • · -27° +47 -83 -75 -286 
8/ -70 X X X ~55 ±120 
T 
-55 X X X +35 +33 
9 0 X X X X 0 
10 +10 X X X X +10 
11 -30 X X X X -104 
SLAB #12 42 DAYS END LOAD 
Ec 8 4o73 Et,• lo18 G • 2o91 
R -158 +31° +102 -250 -240 -llJO 
1/ -230 X X X :tl60 ±470 
T +10 X X X +74 +87 
R -107 0 +24 -103 -110 -520 
2/ -~o X X X :t60 tl75 
T +28 X X X +12 +14 
R -75 X -77 -364 
3/ -42 -90 +21 -76 t45 :t131 
T +20 X X X +13 +15 
6 -106 X X X X -500 
8 c:o220 X X X X -1020 
9 +10 X X X X +12 
11 +38 X X X X +45 
87 
MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #15 42 DAYS END LOAD 
106 106 
-10000# 
Ec • 5o64 X Et 
-
lo45 X G • J c2 
e. ~ E.,.._.6 E t\lt ;,.., 6 ~ &- · 
GAGE 1o-6 DEGREES 10- 10- E•l06 E agto 
in/in in/in in/in . psi 10- psio 
R -130 +34° +142o5 -277o5 -240 -1350 
1/ -245 X X X :lSO *580 
T +15 X X X +118 +167 
R -116 +21° +60 -140 -137 -775 
2/ -110 X X X -t-..87 t-280 
T +30 X X X +40 +57 
R -85 . - +11° +33 0 5 =90o5 ~87 =-490 
· )/ 
-52 X X X :t55 ±176 
T +28 X X X +24 +34 
6 -160 X X X -160 <=900 
7 -157 X X X -157 -885 g 
-173 X X X -173 =975 
9 -30 X X X ~30 -170 
10 +25 X X X +25 +35 
11 +30 X X X +30 '+42 
SLAB #Jl 42 DAYS END LOAD 
Ec • 5o45 X 106 Et - 1o36 X 106 G • ).1 X 106 
'R -260 -32° +193 -=447 -425 =>2320 
1/. +165 X X X -t285 -t885 
T +5 X X X +140 +190 
R -85 +17° +12 -92 -90 -490 
2/ -65 -x X X ±45 tl40 
T +5 X X X 0 0 
R -40 +20° +23 -47 -40 -208 
3/ -35 X X X t32 ±100 
T +15 X X X +20 +27 
6 -85 X X X X -465 
7 -135 X X X X -740 g 
-135 X X X X -740 
9 -140 X X X X -765 
10 +40 X X X X +55 
11 +40 X X X X +55 
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MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #21 42 DAYS SYMMETRICAL LOAD 
Ee • 5o0 X 106 Et, • lo25 X 106 G • 
lOOOg# 
2.84 X 10 
€. 
ex 
€. 1'\'\t~a 6 
€. rn ·~6 e- e-GAGE lo-6 DEGREES 10- 10 E•106 E agt o 
in/in in/in in/in psi 10- psio 
R ~40 15° +14 -44 -45 =-225 
1/ 0 X X x · ±25 ±70 
T +10 X X X +10 +12 
R -100 
-12° +45 -105 -100 =-500 
la/ 0 X X X ±65 ±185 
T +40 · x X X +35 +43 
R 
-5 . - -90 +25 =5 -5 -25 
2/ +15 X X X ±15 :t43 
T +25 X X X +25 +31 
16 ' -e X X X X -40 
17 +50 X X X X +62 
17a +40 X X X X +50 
19 . +40 X X X X +50 
19a +125 X X X X +156 
20 +60 X X X X +75 
22 +50 X X X X +62 
SLAB 1/24 42 DAYS SDUI.ETRICAL LOAD 
E.e • 5o5 X 106 Et, • lo)8 X 106 G • )ol2 X 106 
- R 
-35 -70 +5 -35 -30 -165 
1/ -10 · x X X i-15 ±47 
T +5 X X X 0 0 
10 -10 X X X -10 -55 
16 -10 X X X +20 +28 
19 +35 ·X X X X +48 
20 +20 X X X X +28 
21 +30 X X X X +41 
22 +35 X X X X +48 
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MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
,. SLAB #25 42 DAYS SYMMETRICAL LOAD 
X 106 106 
1000~ 
E • 5o25 Et· loJ1 X G. • 2o96 X 10 c 
'; € 0( E tno• 6 E:"'i .. 6 9- c-
GAGE 1o-6 DEGREES 10- 10- E•106 E agto 
in/in in/in in/in psi 10- psio 
R -115 0 +20 -115 ~115 -600 
1/ ~45 X X X i-60 tl78 
T +20 X X X +10 +13 
R -50 3 +30 -50 -45 -230 
2/ -15 X X X t35 tl03 
T +30 X X X +25 +.33 
10 -30 X 
· -
X x · X -157 
14 -25 X X X X -130 
16 0 X X X X 0 
17 +35 X X X X +46 
l?a +100 X X X X +131 
20 +35 X X X X +46 
21 +35 X X X X +46 
22 +5 X X X X +7 
SLAB #IO 84 DAYS CENTER LOAD 
Ec • 5o0 X 106 Et- lo25 X 106 G • 2oB5 X 106 
R +50 -70 +60 --20 -20 -100 
1/ +10 X X X :t30 -t85 
T -20 X X X +35 +44 
R +25 50 +25 0 -3 -15 
4/ +15 X X X 1'10 ±.30 
T 0 X X X +23 +31 
R +30 -90 +30 -60 -~~s -115 
8/ -30 X X X t20 ~56 
T -60 X X X 0 . 0 
9 +10 X X X X +12 
10 ~10 X X X X c:a50 




MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #14 



































Ec • 5o2 X 106 



































84 DAYS CENTER ~OAD 
10000# 
E • lo425 X 106 - G • 3.24 X 106 t 














































































































































































MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES 
SLAB #3 84 DAYS END LOAD 
· E 
c • 5o4 X 106 E • t lo)5 X 106 G • 3o07 X 10 
610000# 
£ 0( ~me~ €'";~6 9- e-
GAGE ·lo-6 DEGREES 10- 10- E•106 E r1gt o 
in/in in/in in/in psi 10.... psi o 
R -65 -25° +15 =65 -65 -350 
1/ +10 X X X ±35 ±108 
T +15 X X X +10 +15 
R -40 -15° +14 -44 ·. -45 -245 2/ 0 X X X ±25 ±77 
T +10 X X X +5 +7 
R 
-30 -90 0 -30 -30 -160 
3/ -10 X X X :tl6 ±50 
T 0 X X X c:oJ 
-15 
,-7 -70 X X X X -380 
8 
-90 · x X X X c:o485 
9 +20 X X X X +27 
11 +30 X X X X +40 
S~AB #7 84 DAYS END LOAD 
X 106 lo31 X 106 
610000# 
Ec • 5o25 Et, - G • 2o96 X 10 . ' 
.R +5 +24° +24 -100 -100 
-525 
1/ +10 X X X 1-60 ±180 
T -80 X X X +15 +19 
R -25 +24° +? -33 -JO -158 
2/ -30 X X X -tl5 ±45 
T 0 X X X +5 +7 
R -15 X +12 =18 -15 -80 
3/ -10 +15° X X %12 ±36 
T +10 X X X +13 +17 
6 -so X X X X -420 
? -10 X X X X -53 g =-BO X X X )X -420 
9 -20 X X · x X -105 
10 +30 X X X X +40 
11 +40 X X X X -+52 
92 
MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND STRESSES \ 
SLAB #12 -$4 DAYS END LOAD 
Ee 
-
5.95 X 106 Et • 1.49 X 106 G • 3.38 X 
1gooo# 
10 
E o( ~- €..,.,. •• 6 €M,·'\.6 ~ e-
GAGE lc-6 DEGREES ---· 10- 10 E•l06 
in/in in/in . 'i 1n; n psi 
E agte 10- . . ps1o 
R -10 
-35° +10 --50 -50 -300 1/ -50 X X X :t20 +68 
T -30 X X X -+5 . +7 
R -30 +60 +8 
-42 -45 -270 2/ -20 X X X ±10 t39 
T 
-5 X X X -10 -59 
R 
-15 +)20 +7 -21 -20 -119 
3/ -20 X X X :t10 :t39 
T 0 .. X X X +5 +7 
7 -70 X X X X 
-415 
8 
-45 X X X X -270 
9 0 X X X X 0 
10 +20 X X X X +)0 
11 +50 X X X X +75 
SLAB #2 S4 DAYS 6 INo FROM END 































































































MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION _OF 
PRINCIPAL S'J'RAIN3 AND STRESSES 
SLAB #6 84 DAYS 6 IN: FROM END 
106 106 
1ogo0# 
Ec Ell SolS X Et • lo29 X G s 2o9_2 X 10 ' 
€ 
0( ~Moa6 ~ ..n•::.6 9 e-
GAGE 10-6 DEGREES 10-," 10 E•l06 E <;.gt o 
i /• in/in in/in psi 18.- , psi. n,l.n 
R -40 -27° 0 -50 -50 c:o260 
1/ +5 X X X -t-23 -t67 
· T 
-10 X X X 0 0 
R -50 -13 +13 -53 --50 -260 
2/ -5 X X X ±30 t $8 
' T +10 X X: X +5 +7 
R -50 +13° +11 -55 -50 -260 
3/ -35 .. X X X ±25 -t73 
T +5 X X X 0 0 
4 -10 X X X X -52 
5 0 X - X X X 0 
6 +15 X X ·x X ~20 
7. 0 X X X X 0 
8 -40 X X X X -205 
9 · -10 X X X X -52 
10 +10 X X X X +12 
11 +10 X X · X X +12 
SLAB #16 84 DAYS 6 INo FROM END 
Ec 5o64 106 Et • 1o41 X 106 G • 
1oogo# 
-
X )o2 X 10 
R +10 +)60 +20 +10 -10 -56 
1/ +20 X X X ±12 ±38 
T 0 X X X +15 -22 
T.J 0 
-32 +20 +6 -7 -~a .... 
2/ +20 X X X i-10 -t 3 2 
T +15 X X X +15 -22 
R +5 -44° +19 -25 -2) -l)O 
3/ -25 X X X :t20 -1-64 
T -10 X X X +20 -+28 
5 +30 X X X X +42 
6 -tlO X X X X +15 
7 0 X X X X 0 
8 -40 X X X X -230 
9 +10 X X X X +15 
TABLE IV 
PLOT OF ALGEBRAICALLY EQUAL TENSILE STRAINS 
Pages 95 through 119 
p • 10000# 
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF 
PRINCIPAL STRAINS INCHES x 10-6 
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF 6 PRINCIPAL STRAINS INCHES x 10-
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
ALGEBRAICALLY EQUAL TENSILE STRAINS · INCHES x 10-6 
SLAB #3 
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p • 100001/ 
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' ' ,. , / 
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/ ' 
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIPLE STRAINS 
ALGEBRAICALLY EQUAL TENSILE STRAINS INCHES x 10-6 
SLAB #7 
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIFAL STRAINS 
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p • 10000# 
+20 +40 +60 +60 +40 +20 +25 
I 
:!J:O 9 I I ~ \ \ :)_(.\ 
I I I ) I \ ~ -10 I \ \ +4/_85 I I \ 
I \\ ~ I +22 0 
' 7 / 
'- ~10 
oo I -4o --~--- +220\::z + 
l ' o 6o +43 I -22 +25 -1 . +300 -8 




...._ - +25 
oz -30 ' -7°'\!;,1 -... - _... +9 +8 
+7l-41 
~ -10 +3 
DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIPAL STRAIKS 
ALGEBRAICALLY EC:UAL TE~!3ILE 3THAINS INCHE3 x lo-6 
SLAB #13 - 14 DAYS 
P • 10000#/End 
•75 + 100 ' 
\ ~ . \ \ 
-5 - -45 +23 
+- ,.__ 36° ...,_ ~ Q0b24°_~ 
+7S · -201  l -10 \ \ I +47 
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
ALGEBRAICALLY ECUAL TENSILE STRAINS INCHE3 x lo-6· 




_ I +15 
p • 10000/; ,, 
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I \+14~- 'V 
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SLAB t19 - 42 DAYS 
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ALCEBRAICALLY ECUAL TENSI~E 
STRAINS INCHES x 10-
DIRECTIOK AKD MAGNITUDE OF 
PRINCIPAL S'lRi\ Ir\S Ii:CHE3 x lo-6 
SLAB #27 - 42 DAY3 
:1()6 
p • 10000# 
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DIRECTION AND ~AGNlTUDE CF 
PRI!·JCIPAL STRt1I~~S I:·!CHES x 10-6 
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p • 10000# 
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
ALGEBRAICALLY EQUAL TENSILE STRAINS INCHES x 10-6 
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DIRECTION A~J ~AGKITUJE OF PRINCIPAL ~TRAIN3 
ALGEBRAICALLY EQUAL TEN.3ILE .:JTHL\INS INCHES x lo-6 
SLAB #21 - 42 DAYS 
ti:l.. 
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SLAB #24 - 42 DAYS 
P .. 10000#/End 
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DIRECTION A~D ~AGNITUDE OF PRINCIPAL STRAIKS 
ALGEBRAICALLY Et~UAL TB!L:)J LE ~TRAINS INCHES x 10-6 
SLAB # 25 - 42 DAYS 
p • 10000# 
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STRAINS INCHES x 10-
~IRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF 6 PRINCIPAL STRAINS INCHES x 10-
SLAB #18 - 84 DAYS 
p • 10000# 
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DIRECTION AND iv~AGNI TUDE GF fJRii ·:CI FAL STRAINS 
ALGEBRAICALLY E(UAL TEN~ILE STRAINS IKCHES x 10-6 
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIPAL STRAI~S 
ALGEBRAICALLY ECUAL TENSJLE STi\AINS Ii.~CHES x 10-6 
SLAB #12 
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DIRECTION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIPAL STRAINS 
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CENTER LOAD FAILURE. SHOWING THE SHEAR WEDGE 
FIGURE 16 
TYPICAL FAILURE OF SYMMETRICALLY LOADED SLAB 
FIGURE 17 


















DETAIL OF FAILURE DUE TO END LOAD 
FIGURE 19 
FAILURE OF SLAB LOADED BY SINCLE LOAD 6 IN. FROM ONE END 
FIGURE ~0 
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14 DAY TESTS 42 DAY TESTS 84 DAY TESTS 
CENTER LOADS Center Loads Center Loads Slab Load Slab Load Slab Load 1 40000 19 77000# 10 37000# 5 66890 27 46800 14 78000 9 60000 30 ~ 18 72COO Avgo 55630# AV~o # Avg. 6233~ 
End Loads End Loads End Loads ) 23550 12 35420 J 28000 7 . 29940 15 28800 7 26800 15 26650 .31 17600 12 24000 Avgo 26713# Avgo 2729011 AV!:o 26266 
srmmetrical Loads Symmetrical Loads Load 6 In. 
1 65940 21 48120 From End 
13 69960 24 53000 2 76700 
17 48120 25 43000 6 59000 
Avgo 61340# Avgo- 48020# 16 g~~))# Avg. 






















Q) 20 > ~ 
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AVERAGE ULTIMATE LOAD 
vs. 
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from end 
Symmet·rical Loada 
6 12 lS 










DISCUSSION OF RESULTS: 
Measured strain nl.ues varied by such large magnitudes ~ 
slab to alab 'that acae dif:ticUl.ty vaa encountered in the inter-
pretation and anall'ais or test results. However. certain general 
trends in obserYed reaulta are of importance. 
1.3(} 
The change in age at. which the specimens were tested resul.ted in 
onl1' a alight increase iD .failure :Load .tor all. ~oac:Jjng conditions. 
For end 1oad.ed specimen•• the strength increase vas about tive per-
cent wbUe for .:U the other ~oading conditiona the strength increase 
was about fifteen pero .. t.(15) 
(15) Portland Celaeat Association. Design and Control. ot Concrete 
Mixt,ures, 9th lrd. 1950, PP. 7 
Aging had no ef'.tect on the type or tai1ure ot the slab ror ~ 
ot the el.abs tested. The strength .. tiae relationship is in the same 
relative range durin& the eat:ire t.ime interval. during lllhich tbia atwb" 
was made. (16) The strength-time relation determines the type of 
(1§) HallaeD, P. G,, Op, cit, pp, f3o 
£•1 Jure which will occur :1n concrete. 
The type ot l.oad application detend.Decl the type ot failure 
oce\Jrl.n& in coDCrete slabs. Ca.preuion type failures were observed 
when the point of the load application vas at the center ot the alab 
or at a point six inches .traa ooe encl or t.he slab. Tlda 't.JP8 of 
tail.ure was characterised by a shear wedge being ~ormed. und.er the 
:Loading block and tve wedge shaped pieces (Figurea 1~. 21) being 
broken trom both sides ot the top ot each o~ the alaba test.ed. The 
sides or the shear wedge had grooves cut into them by rubbiDg aga:.i.ns't 
the slab. Tlle aides ot the pieces broken trom the top edge of the 
slab were clean breaks as in the case o~ tension breaks. 
EDd ~oaded and syDDe'tric&J.JJ l..oa.ded •labs apparent4 :'a:1led in 
tension. .oirect tension fail.ures were characterised b7 a crack which 
opened at the top edge of the alab and progressed tlowmrard to the bottom 
ot the slab. Cracks in the end loaded al&bs opened al.ow]J and pro-
greased in a line downward {Figure 18) until the portion ot the al.ab 
between the tree edge and the crack buck1ed. u a col.umn. There vaa a 
decrease in ~oad aa t.he crack progreaaed dowuward. The ~~ure ot 
end ~oadecl alabs progreased a1ow~ and atrain readi nga were taken in 
sane cases af'ter the crack had torme<l. Strain re.dings on gagea 
1ocated between the crack and the hee edge indicated near~ ~crm 
compressive strains. other gages ~ocat,ed o:a un.tai1ed parts o~ the 
slab shoved a rel.eaae o:r the atraina the7 had preTioua]J' recorded 
after the crack bad formed. Fa1111rea 1.n the ~ricall3 ~oaded 
slabs were sudden and. no illdication of impending tail.ure waa observ-ed 
either from visual inapect.ion ot the slab or tran 1oad readi nga on the 
testiDg machine. Symaetrica:1,4 l.oaded. slab failures occurred in tbe 
midcile third of the slab startiDg as a crack at the top of the alab 
1dli.cb opened rapid]Jr downward. 
The ~a:Uure crack of QJaetri.~ loaded al.ab No. ~9 occurreci 
wre o~ great interest since they 8howed that 'the .train a't the point 
of :ta1 Jure vaa JIII1Ch greater thaD at point a near by. Gea.. near the 
crack ahowecl a near~ \Jll:Uora ten.U.e strd.n vhil.e the gage through 
11hich the :tail•re occurred recorded a 81DCh greater teus:ile straiD. 
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The average ultimate load (Table II) for each :Loading condition 
was plotted in Figure 22, Average Ul.timate Load vs. Distance from End 
of Slab. This graph indicates that the :Loading conditions which 
caused a tension type failure resulted in much lower ultimate loads. 
It was noted that a single load applied six inches from the end of the 
slab was about twice the magnitude of the total load applied at two 
points each six inches from one end of the slab. 
This study indicates that failures in concrete because of com-
pressive loads may often be o£ a tensile nature. This fact is of 
utmost importance in prestressed concrete slabs since little or no 
provision is made for tensile stresses occurring at the ends of slabs. 
These stresses 'While relativel.y small can at corners or under critical 
loading conditions cause a failure of the sl.ab as a load carrying 
structure. Failures in plain concrete or reinforced concrete slabs 
can be patched wi.thout the loss of the entire pavement. If' the ten-
sile strain in the prestressed tension rods or cables of the slab is 
removed, the slab is no longer in compression and therefore wil1 fare 
no better than a plain concrete slab. 
Tensile failures in concrete are ver,y difficult to observe in 
any manner, visually, by rate of load application, or w.i.th strain 
gages. Nany factors contribute to this di.ff'icul.ty among the most 
important of which are the small magnitude or tensile strain at 
failure 1 the wide variation of physical properties of concrete 1 and 
the small size of the strain measuring devices. The strain magnitude 
at failure was only about 100 micro-inches per inch which was far too 
smal.l to be observed visualzy, and therefore, it may have occurred long 
before being evident. Compressive loads may increase after a tension 
:tail.ure because ot rriction between aggregate particles al.ozag the 
plane of tai1ure, Therefore, the ~oad. increased in 801118 teeta after 
structural fail.ure bad occurred., 
Since ~ factors enter into the concretes' strength, only a 
few ot the more important ones will be d.iacuasecl hereino Concrete is 
made of aeveral. constituent materials, c ... nt, sanci and graTel., each 
ot which has certain physical. properties which JI&Y react to l.oada 
quite different~ trom the cODOrete •••· It thia clitfering reaction 
should occur in the MQdul.aa of EJ.aat,ici.t7 or PoiasOD8' Ratio. serious 
errors in atreaa resul.ta ccaaputed .t.rca strains obserYed in the concrete 
alabs could occur, At,tempta to Jdniadse such errore were made 'b7 cam-
p~ting the Modul.ua of Elasticity tor each slab. Poiasoaa t Jbtio tor 
concrete ia difticul.t to detendne and ia uaual.J¥ Ter'7 emall, This 
value vas taken trom a Materials of Engineering Handbook.(~ 7) 
(17) jiit,ljii, M. o. and Waaha, G, W,, Opi cit •• Cbapt.. XV. pp, ;33. 
Strain varies wide~ trca point to point. thus, it waa neceua17 
to meuure the strain at particular point•. Tbia waa done b7 using 
e1ectrical .train gage rosettes. Since indiri.d.ual sage J.enct.h• were 
l3/16 in, ~ong. t.hi.a coul.cl renlt in stra:Ln being measured in an 
indi~dual particle rather than over a composite eeotiao of the con-
crete al.ab, 
The plot. ot tlae alcebraic~ equal teaaile at.raina tor a1m1 lar4 
loaded concrete alaba teated in thi.a .twiT ahowed certain geaeral. 
&baped strain t.rajeo~or.iea. FrGB the shape ot the ~enaile atraiD 
curTe~ the type of .fa1 lure can be predicted. TenaUe fa:U.urea occur 
at. .trains ot about. 100 moro-incbea per 1Dch.ll8) Therefore, wen 
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principal tensi~e strailla record.ed. on the alab reach valuea exceecli ng 
100 micro-inches per inch• a tensil.e tail.ure had probably occurred. 
(18} Hansen, P, G. Op, cit. PP. 132. 
The algebrai.~ equal ~nail.e strain curves were int.erpolat.ed 
:trom the p1ots of principal. strains at a point tor a 1oad ot ten 
thousarad pounds for all slabs. The general ah&pe ot the curves tor a 
particular J.oading condition is aimi lar. The Tariation in magnitude 
ot strain between slabs is large. but tae shapes ot t.he algebrai~ 
equal. tensile strain curves are quite mm1lar tor each l.oading con-
dition and are not df'ected by age. 
The strains which were pl.otted. are at the points indicated. in 
the calculated data sheets corresponding to gage l.ocati.ons tor each 
l.oading condition. {Figures 7 • s. 9 and 10). The maxi1111Ja com-
presaiYe val.ue was pl.ottecl at t.he point and ita orientation to a 
radial. line drawn from the gage to the center ot the l.oect1 ng bl.ock 
iadicated b7 an angl.e measured in degreea. Ccupreaaive atraine were 
iDdicated b7 an angl.e meanred. in degrees. Caapreaeive strains were 
iDdicated b7 arrows toward t.he point. Tensile strain• ware incH.cated 
b7 arrows ~ from the point. 
The pl.ot ot the principal. strailla in end loacled slabs ahova that 
direct tena1le strain along the top ot the slab is usually smeller 
than the indirect, tensile atraina recorded on cages ~. 2 and .3. The 
the edge o~ the 1Dad1ng block (Figures 18 and 1.9) 
in a11 cases, This 
vented b7 proper reinforcement ot the end or prestressed slabs. 
Symmetric~ ~oadecl alaba point out a critical. coDdition which 
occurs in prestressed sl.abe 11' the bearing plates are not continuous. 
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This critical strain condition occurs when two loads cause direct 
tensile strains to develop along a free edge o! the slab. These 
direct strains caused failures in the slab at much smaller loads 
than were required when the failure was caused by indirect strains 
(Figure 22) • 
Tensile strains that were developed by a center load or a load 
six inches from one end o£ the slab were too small to be significant. 
These small tensile strains were indirect strains and did not cause 
failure in the plane in which they were measured. 
Principal stress and strain values in all cases were computed 
by means o! the nomograph (Figure 15). Previously, it was mentioned 
that strains are independent of the material in which they occur and 
are therefore correct. Stresses are dependent on both the strains 
and the elastic properties of the material in which they occur. Since 
there was a wide variation in strains and a relatively large variation 
in the Modulus of Elasticity between slabs, the stress values between 
slabs varied even more than the strain values. Therefore, no attempt 
was made to draw conclusions !rom the computed stress data. 
CONCLUSIONS: 
For the convenience of the reader, the conclusions are listed 
nwnerically below: 
1.36 
1. There was no apparent change in the type of failure because of 
the aging of the concrete specimen. 
2. Tensile failures were observed in all slabs tested. 
3. Tensile reinforcement must be provided across the ends of pre-
stressed highway slabs. 
4. A means of determining the amount and location of tensile rein-
forcement in concrete slabs must be developed. This should be 
done by a logical means and backed by experimental tests. 
5. Results obtained from tests made in this study point out very 
definitely that concrete acts as a heterogenous material, this 
being especially true when the concrete is subjected to tensile 
strains. 
6. All dimensional changes of slabs subjected to loads applied to 
edge faces of the slab should be determined. 
7. Poissons Ratio of concrete should be determined quite accurate~ 
since it is the basis of all stress calculations. 
8. Tension may be the c auae of failure in certain so called 
compression t~~e failures occurring in concrete. 
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